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The research described in this dissertation deals primarily with 
factors and events involved in muscle differentiation, development and 
growth. Muscle growth and development are of interest to several fields 
of study. Because striated muscle is the most abundant tissue in the 
body, an understanding of myogenesis is important to understanding the 
growth of the body as a whole. Studies on muscular development and 
growth have particular relevance to the production of meat animals in 
that determination of the way in which muscle grows and the factors 
that influence its growth may lead to development of faster and more 
efficient methods of meat production. From a medical standpoint, it 
is important to have a clear picture of what happens in normal muscle 
differentiation and growth in order to understand the alterations that 
occur in muscular dystrophy and related diseases. Myogenic tissue also 
provides the cellular and molecular biologist with an excellent model 
of tissue differentiation because during myogenesis muscle cells are 
programmed to synthesize and organize unique proteins that have been 
individually characterized. 
The research detailed herein was focused on two areas : 
1. Comparison of skeletal myogenic cell cultures derived from 
fast- and slow-growing animals and 
2. Appearance, accumulation and organization of nebulin in 
skeletal myogenesis. 
In the first area of study, I examined the differences in differen­
tiation expressed iji vitro by primary muscle cell cultures derived from 
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animals with different growth rates ^  vivo. The final adult muscle 
mass of an animal results from the interplay of a number of factors, 
including muscle fiber number, number of nuclei per cell and rate of 
protein accumulation. Adult muscle fiber number and nuclei content are 
a function of both presumptive myoblast proliferation during prenatal 
life and of satellite cell proliferation and differentiation during 
postnatal life. Presumptive myoblast proliferation is perhaps the 
predominant factor because the majority of postnatal growth is due to 
hypertrophy of muscle cells formed during prenatal development. Thus, 
muscle growth potential is determined primarily in the early stages of 
development. It has been established previously that muscle fibers in 
bigger, faster-growing animals are both larger and more numerous than in 
slower-growing animals of the same species. These differences may be 
due to extrinsic factors, such as hormones or growth factors, to 
intrinsic differences in the genetic program of the myogenic cells, or 
to a combination of both extrinsic and intrinsic factors. 
The overall objective of my experiments in this area of study was 
to determine if intrinsic cellular differences could be detected between 
myogenic cells derived from animals with different adult muscle mass 
potential. A model employing broiler-type and layer-type chickens was 
used. Broiler-type chickens are bred for fast growth and large muscle 
size, and have approximately twice the muscle mass of layer-type 
chickens. Myogenic cells were isolated from embryos of the two types 
of animals and cultured under identical conditions. In this way, any 
differences in extrinsic factors acting upon the myogenic cells vivo 
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were eliminated and any observed differences in growth, differentiation 
or hormone response may be attributed to intrinsic genetic differences 
between the myogenic cells derived from animals with different growth 
rates vivo. 
The three specific objectives of this part of my dissertation 
research were to determine if the two types of myogenic cultures 
differed in: 
1. Cell growth, fusion rate or rate of protein accumulation. 
2. Response in growth parameters to the addition of insulin to 
the culture medium, and 
3. Insulin receptors as measured by binding of -insulin. 
In the second major area of my dissertation study, I examined the 
accumulation, organization and localization of a high molecular weight 
protein, nebulin, during myogenesis. Nebulln was first discovered and 
isolated by Wang and associates (Wang et al., 1979; Wang and Williamson, 
1980; Wang, 1981) and has since been Identified in the skeletal and 
cardiac muscles of several species of vertebrates and invertebrates. 
Because of its large size, this protein can be purified by solubiliza­
tion of adult muscle myofibrils in sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS) and gel 
filtration of the SDS-extract. Nebulin has a molecular weight of 
'v 5-6 X 10^ and has been localized at the Ng-llne of adult muscle 
myofibrils by indirect immunofluorescence. The Ng-line, as described 
by Franzini-Armstrong (1970), lies parallel to and on either side of 
the Z-line. This structure is approximately 0.15 ykm wide and traverses 
the I-band in the region where the thin filament array changes in cross 
4 
section from the square lattice observed at the Z-line to the hexagonal 
pattern seen near the A band/l band junction. Although little is known 
about the function of nebulin, its presence in the Ng-line suggests it 
may participate in the regulation and maintenance of thin filament 
geometry. In order to determine if nebulin functions in the organiza­
tion of myofibrils, its localization and accumulation during myofibrillo-
genesis were examined. The three specific objectives of this part of my 
dissertation research were to: 
1. Determine the localization and organization of nebulin during 
differentiation in cultured skeletal and cardiac muscle cells via 
immunofluorescence using antiserum prepared against purified nebulin. 
2. Determine the rate of accumulation of nebulin in skeletal 
muscle cultures before, during and after fusion. 
3. Quantitate changes in the ratio of nebulin to other myofibrillar 
proteins during muscle cell development. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
A. Myofibrillar Structure and Proteins 
The muscle cell (fiber) represents the smallest unit of structure 
in a skeletal muscle that can give a normal physiological response 
(Huxley, 1972). Muscle fibers are multinucleated and arise by fusion 
of mononucleated precursor cells. Each mature skeletal muscle fiber is 
surrounded by a cell membrane that is referred to as the sarcolemma. 
Periodic invaginations of the sarcolemma form a system of transverse 
tubules, termed the T-system, that is oriented perpendicular to the long 
axis of the cell. The smooth endoplasmic reticulum of skeletal muscle 
cells is called the sarcoplasmic reticulum. It surrounds the myofibrils 
and generally runs with the long axis of the fiber. As a result, it is 
sometimes referred to as the longitudinal sarcoplasmic reticulum. 
Although not continuous with the T-system, the sarcoplasmic reticulum 
comes into close contact with the transverse tubules. The close 
arrangement of the membranes of the T-system and the membranes of the 
sarcoplasmic reticulum is thought to be important in coupling of the 
electrical impulse with contraction of the fiber. Golgi apparatus, 
rough endoplasmic reticulum and ribosomes are rather scarce in mature 
skeletal muscle fibers and, when present, often are located near the 
nuclei. Glycogen granules, 200-300 & in diameter, are found throughout 
the cytoplasm (sarcoplasm). Mitochondria are relatively numerous and 
are found adjacent to myofibrils. Myofibrils are elongated protein 
threads that occupy most of the space in mature fibers and make up over 
50% of total muscle cell protein. Each myofibril is composed of repeating 
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contractile units termed sarcomeres that are 2.3 to 2.8 /im long in 
normal rest length muscle. Within each sarcomere, there is a regular 
pattern consisting of zones of thick (140-160 A in diameter, 1.5 /tm long) 
and thin (60-80 A in diameter, 1.0 ^ m long) filaments (Huxley, 1957; 
1963; 1972). Ifhen viewed in longitudinal section by light microscopy, 
zones containing thin filaments but no thick filaments (I bands), can 
readily be distinguished from those zones containing thick filaments 
(A bands). The A band is birefringent and, thus, appears bright in the 
polarizing microscope. Under phase microscopy, the A band appears dark. 
The I band is weakly birefringent, appears dark in the polarizing 
microscope, but light by phase microscopy. A dark line, called the 
Z-disk or Z-line, which bisects the I band, also can be seen under the 
phase microscope. The sarcomeres of adjacent myofibrils lie in register, 
which results in the striated appearance of the entire muscle fiber. 
A central region <^0.35 /«m wide at rest-length and having a lower 
density (contains no thin filaments) than the lateral regions (con­
tains thick filaments and inserting thin filaments), can be detected in 
the center of the dark A band by phase microscopy. This central region 
is known as the H zone. Several additional structures can be detected 
with the electron microscope. Thus, a narrow dense line, the M-line, 
also may be seen in the center of the H zone (Bennett and Porter, 1953). 
The transverse M-line connects adjacent thick filaments into their 
proper three-dimensional organization (Knappeis and Carlsen, 1968). 
By electron microscopy, Page (1968) also has identified dense lines, 
termed N-lines, running parallel to and on either side of the Z-line. 
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Using ferritin localization and electron microscopy, Franzini-Armstrong 
(1970) extended these studies and described two sets of N-lines, that 
she termed N^- and Ng-lines. The N^-line runs at a distance of about 
0.15 from the center of the Z-line and has a width of 400-500 X. 
The distance of the N^-line from the Z-line remains fixed during con­
traction. Where the N^-line crosses the I-band, the thin filaments are 
arranged in a square lattice when viewed in cross section. On the 
other hand, the Ng-line, which is located between the N^-line and the 
edge of the A band, varies its position as the sarcomere length changes. 
The Ng-line, however, maintains the same proportional distance from the 
Z-line and the M-line at different sarcomere lengths. The Ng-line is 
approximately 0.15 >im wide and traverses the I band in the region 
where, in cross section, the thin filament array is changing from the 
square lattice observed at the Z-line to the hexagonal pattern seen 
near the A-I junction. The variation of the position of the Ng-line 
with degree of contraction suggests that the Ng-line structure is not 
rigidly attached to the actin filaments in the I-band (Franzini-
Armstrong, 1970). On the basis of observations of displacement 
in highly stretched muscle. Locker and Leet (1976) have proposed that 
the Ng-line is attached to a set of filaments which run longitudinally 
to the thick and thin filaments of the myofibrils and which they have 
named "gap" filaments. In a somewhat similar vein, Wang and Williamson 
(1980) suggested the Ng-lines are attached to elastic-like longitudinally-
running filaments that stretch during the lengthening of sarcomeres. 
The components of the N-lines are relatively insoluble in neutral 
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aqueous solvents because N-lines are not extracted by treatment with 
KI as shown by transmission electron microscopy of whole-mounted KI-
extracted myofibrils (Lazarides et al., 1982). While N-lines have been 
reported by a number of different investigators (Bennett and Porter, 
1953; Page, 1968; Franzini-Armstrong, 1970; Locker and Leet, 1976; 
Ridpath et al., 1982), many reviewers of muscle structure do not discuss 
their presence (Przybylski and Blumberg, 1966; Fischman, 1970; Huxley, 
1972). N-lines are not apparent in all preparations. It has been 
suggested that this discrepancy may be due to the tendency of N-line 
components to be broken down by proteolytic degradation (Wang, 1981). 
Muscle contraction occurs when the free ends (the other ends are 
attached to the transverse Z-lines) of the two sets of thin filaments 
on each side of a sarcomere slide toward each other and past the 
centrally located set of thick filaments (Huxley and Hanson, 1954; 
Huxley and Niedergerke, 1954). As the sarcomere shortens, the H zone 
narrows proportionally as the thin filaments slide into the A band. 
If the thin filaments from each side of the sarcomere reach each other 
in the center of the A band, the H zone disappears. At the same time 
that the H zone is becoming more narrow, the I-band also becomes more 
narrow as the ends of the thick filaments approach the Z-lines. 
Myosin, actin, tropomyosin and troponin are four of the major 
protein components of myofibrils and are present in molar ratios of 
1:7:1:1, respectively, according to Potter (1974). Myosin is the 
primary component of the thick filaments (Hanson and Huxley, 1953) 
and is characterized by its ability to bind to actin filaments, by the 
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possession of an actin-activated ATPase and by its ability to self-
assemble into thick filaments at the intracellular ionic strength of the 
muscle cell. It accounts for a/ 25% of the total muscle protein and for 
about 55% of the total myofibrillar protein (Buckingham, 1977). Muscle 
myosin has a molecular weight of about 470,000 and is composed of two 
large subunits of 'v 200,000 daltons and four much smaller subunits 
ranging in molecular weight from 16,000 to 25,000 (Lowey and Risby, 
1971). The native myosin molecule consists of a long double-stranded, 
a-helical rod connected to two globular heads (Lowey et al., 1969). 
Actin is the major component of the thin filaments. It makes up 
approximately 16-20% of the myofibrillar protein (Weber et al., 1969). 
Globular- (G-) actin consists of a single peptide of 43,000 daltons 
that polymerizes to form a double helical filamentous- (F-) actin 
polymer. Unlike myosin, actin molecules do not contain the information 
necessary to establish the length of its polymer. In contrast to 
striated muscle cells in which essentially all of the actin is present 
as F-actin, both globular and filamentous actins are present in a large 
o 
number of other cell types. It is thought that actin filaments (60 A 
in diameter) and intermediate-sized filaments (100 A in diameter) make 
up much of what is referred to as the cell cytoskeleton in many cell 
types (Goldman and Knipe, 1972; Lazarides and Weber, 1974). The inter­
action of myosin and actin in muscle cells results in activation of the 
2+ 
Mg -dependent myosin ATPase activity. Actin, which forms the backbone 
of each thin filament, also Interacts with tropomyosin and troponin. 
Tropomyosin and troponin are the regulatory proteins in striated muscle 
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that control the calcium ion-dependent interaction of myosin and actin 
(Ebashi and Endo, 1968). 
Tropomyosin is a dimeric molecule with the two subunits arranged 
in the form of a two stranded coiled-coil (Crick, 1953; Cohen and 
Szent-Gyorgyi, 1957; Mak et al., 1980). Two major polypeptide forms of 
tropomyosin can be detected electrophoretically in skeletal muscle, 
a-tropomyosin (mw 33,000 by SDS-PAGE) and ^ -tropomyosin (mw /w 36,000 
by SDS-PAGE) (Cummins and Perry, 1973). It has been shown that different 
muscle types (e.g., red or white) have different ratios of the two forms 
(Cummins and Perry, 1974). A strand composed of tropomyosin molecules 
arranged in a continuous head-to-tail fashion is located in each of the 
two grooves of the F-actin helix in thin filaments (Spudich et al., 1973). 
Troponin is a globular protein composed of three polypeptides present 
in equimolar amounts (Greaser and Gergely, 1971; Potter and Gergely, 
1974). Troponin T (TN-T) is a 37,000 dalton polypeptide (as determined 
by SDS-PAGE) that binds the troponin complex to tropomyosin. Troponin-I 
(TN-I) (raw /v 24,000 as determined by SDS-PAGE) in conjunction with 
tropomyosin inhibits actin-myosin interaction in muscle in the relaxed 
state. Troponin-C (TN-C) (mw ^ 18,000 as determined by SDS-PAGE) sub-
unit possesses the ability to reversibly bind calcium ions. In 
vertebrate striated muscle, nervous stimulation results in an influx 
24-
of Ca ions into the cytoplasm from the sarcoplasmic reticulum. The 
2+ 
Ca ions released bind to the TN-C subunit which results in a con­
formational change of the polypeptide. This starts the following chain 
of events: TN-I is released from actin, the tropomyosin strands shift 
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their position in the actin grooves of the thin filament exposing myosin 
binding sites on the actin filament, and actin and myosin interact 
repetitively to cause shortening of the sarcomere (Parry and Squire, 
1973; Weber and Murray, 1973). 
In addition to the four proteins just described, Wang et al. (1979) 
have recently isolated high molecular weight proteins that may make up 
as much as 10 to 15% of the myofibrillar protein. These proteins, 
termed titin (mw 1 x 10^ as determined by SDS-PAGE) and nebulin (mw 
5 X 10^ as determined by SDS-PAGE) have been identified in the skeletal 
and cardiac muscles of several vertebrates and invertebrates (Wang and 
Williamson, 1980; Maruyama et al., 1981; Wang, 1981; Lusby et al., 1982). 
The purification procedure devised by Wang et al. (1979) involved 
solubilization of adult muscle myofibrils in SDS followed by gel 
filtration chromatography of the SDS-extract. Titin was eluted in the 
first peak after the void volume and nebulin was eluted as a shoulder 
on the descending edge of the titin peak. Amino acid analysis and 
immunofluorescence localization have shown that nebulin and titin are 
distinct proteins (Wang et al., 1979; Wang and Williamson, 1980; 
Maruyama et al., 1981). These two proteins are insoluble under 
physiological conditions and even are resistant to Kl-extraction, which 
removes the majority of thick and thin filament proteins. Electro-
phoretic analysis has shown that rabbit muscle titin is a closely spaced 
doublet of mw ^ 1 x 10^ and that it is chemically and immunologically 
distinct from myosin, actin and filamin (Wang et al., 1979). Indirect 
immunofluorescence studies conducted by Wang and associates (1979) with 
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titin antibodies have resulted in complex staining patterns. Titin 
seems to be localized primarily at the A-I junction but also in M-lines, 
Z-lines and even perhaps throughout most of the entire sarcomere. 
Maruyama and associates (1981) have reported similar results with the 
exception that titin localization was not seen in the Z-line. Electron 
microscopy of rotary and unidirectional shadowed native titin molecules 
that have been dried from glycerol suggest that titin is an extremely 
long (400-700 nm) and perhaps somewhat flexible molecule (Wang and 
Ramirez-Mitchell, 1982). Wang and associates (Wang et al., 1979; 
Wang and Ramirez-Mitchell, 1983) have suggested that titin may comprise 
a putative set of longitudinally-running filaments (Z-line to Z-line) 
in the sarcomere. 
Nebulin (mw 'v 5-6 x 10^ as determined by SDS-PAGE), originally 
identified as band 3 by Wang et al. (1979), has since been identified as 
a component of the Ng-line (Wang and Williamson, 1980). Although its 
amino acid composition is somewhat similar to that of titin, peptide 
mapping (Wang, 1981) and immunological studies (Wang et al., 1979; 
Wang and Williamson, 1980; Maruyama et al., 1981; Wang, 1981) indicate 
that nebulin is distinct from titin and myosin heavy chains. The 
occurrence of nebulin in the Ng-line suggests that it may function in 
steering and maintaining actin filament geometry to optimize interaction 
with myosin thick filaments (Wang and Williamson, 1980) • As described 
earlier, Wang and associates (Wang et al., 1979; Wang and Ramirez-Mitchell, 
1983) have proposed that titin is a major component of a set of longitu­
dinal filaments which span from Z-line to Z-line within the sarcomere. 
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However, the existence of sudh a set of longitudinal or "gap" filaments 
has not been conclusively demonstrated. If they do exist as such, 
nebulin may be bound to them in the Ng-line region of the sarcomere or 
perhaps the nebulin even makes up part of these filaments. 
A number of other proteins present in rather small amounts have 
been isolated and identified as myofibrillar proteins. a-Actinin, first 
purified by Robson et al. (1970), is composed of two 100,000 dalton 
subunits. The molecule makes up about 1-2% of the myofibrillar protein, 
is about 3.5 nm wide and 40 nm long and contains approximately 75% 
of-helical secondary structure (Suzuki et al., 1976). Immunofluorescence 
studies of muscle fibers have shown that a-actinin is associated with 
actin and is localized particularly at the Z-line (Lazarides and 
Burridge, 1975; Schollmeyer et al., 1976; Suzuki et al., 1976). Several 
possible roles for a-actinin have been proposed (Robson and Zeece, 1973; 
Suzuki et al., 1976; Craig-Schmidt et al., 1981; Singh et al., 1981a, b), 
including the possibility that o-actinin anchors thin filaments from 
opposing sarcomeres at the Z-line (Craig-Schmidt et al., 1981; 
Yamaguchi et al., 1983). Desmin (subunit mw/^ 55,000) (O'Shea et al., 
1979, 1981; Huiatt et al., 1980; Robson et al., 1981) and filamin 
(subunit mw '« 250,000) (Bechtel, 1979; Zeece et al., 1979), although 
present in much smaller amounts (each less than 1% of the total myo­
fibrillar protein), have also been localized at the Z line (outer 
periphery) (Granger and Lazarides, 1978, 1980). The function of filamin 
at the Z line is not known, but desmin seemingly comprises a set of 
10-nm diameter filaments that connect adjacent myofibrils at their 
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Z-line levels (O'Shea et al., 1981; Richardson et al., 1981; Robson 
et al., 1980, 1981). C-Protein (subunit mw 140,000), which copurifies 
with myosin (Starr and Offer, 1971), is localized in the thick filament 
in seven bands, about 43 nm apart, in each half of each thick filament 
(Craig and Offer, 1976). A number of possible roles for C-protein have 
been proposed. Among these are that C-protein may influence actin-
myosin interaction, limit or control myosin cross-bridge movement, and 
maintain thick filament shape during contraction (Moos et al., 1978; 
Starr and Offer, 1978; Moos and Feng, 1980; Moos, 1981). In addition 
to myosin and C-protein, native thick filaments also possess proteins 
associated with the M-llne structure. Two major protein components 
have been identified, namely creatine kinase with a molecular weight 
of about 43,000 (Walliman et al., 1978) and myomesin with a subunit 
molecular weight of about 170,000 (Trinick and Lowey, 1977; Eppenberger 
et al., 1981). 
B. Muscle Cell Differentiation 
Polygonal-shaped myogenic stem cells arise from the mesoderm. In 
skeletal muscle differentiation, these cells give rise to mononucleate^ 
spindle-shaped cells, termed presumptive myoblasts, which synthesize DNA 
and are capable of cell division. These cells do not synthesize proteins 
specifically characteristic of differentiated muscle fibers and are 
biochemically and morphologically indistinguishable from fibroblasts 
and other non-muscle cell types (Okazaki and Holtzer, 1965, 1966; Ishikawa 
et al., 1968, 1969; Fischman, 1970). After several cell divisions, the 
presumptive myoblasts differentiate into cells called myoblasts, which 
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have withdrawn from the cell cycle and fuse to form multinucleated 
myotubes (Stockdale and Holtzer, 1961). Once fusion has taken place, 
the nuclei of myotubes cease to synthesize DNA or divide mitotically 
(Ingwall, 1980). 
Cell fusion is a complex process that appears to be tightly coupled 
to the cell cycle. Several laboratories have demonstrated that myogenic 
cells only fuse during the phase of the cell cycle (Okazaki and 
Holtzer, 1965; Bischoff and Holtzer, 1969; Cox and Simpson, 1970). 
Although cell fusion and biochemical differentiation are usually 
coordinated, cell fusion is not a prerequisite for biochemical differen­
tiation. It has been shown in cell culture that differentiated muscle-
specific proteins are synthesized even when cell fusion is arrested by 
using medium containing very low levels of calcium (Moss and Strohman, 
1976; Vertel and Fischman, 1976; Turner et al., 1976; Merlie and Gros, 
1976; Adamo et al., 1976; Emerson and Beckner, 1975) or by the presence 
of cytochalasin B (Sanger et al., 1971; Wahrmann et al., 1976). The 
causal relationships among withdrawal from the cell cycle, fusion and the 
synthesis and assembly of the myofibrillar proteins have not yet been 
determined. There is considerable disagreement about what causes the 
differentiation of a presumptive myoblast into a myoblast. Holtzer and 
colleagues (Chi et al., 1975) have postulated that the presumptive 
myoblast passes through an obligatory S phase at which time the genome 
is reprogrammed. According to this hypothesis, a cell cannot synthesize 
muscle-specific proteins until it has passed through a terminal 
"quantal" mitosis. The opposing view is that fusion and related events 
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leading to the differentiated state are regulated by events restricted 
to the phase (Konigsberg, 1971; Konigsberg et al., 1978; Devlin and 
Konigsberg, 1982; Turo and Florini, 1982). According to this view, the 
initiation of differentiation is not predetermined, but rather can be 
manipulated by adjusting such factors as cell density and concentration 
of growth-promoting components. 
The sequence of differentiation in cardiac muscle tissue is less 
well-defined than that of skeletal muscle tissue. Cardiac differentia­
tion differs from skeletal differentiation in two main ways: 1) cardiac 
myoblasts do not fuse to form multinucleated fibers, and 2) mitosis 
and the synthesis and assembly of myofibrillar proteins are not mutually 
exclusive events in cardiac myoblasts (Ingwall, 1980). While cardiac 
myoblasts do not fuse during terminal differentiation, adjoining cardiac 
cells do line up in a fiber-like arrangement and form specialized cell-
to-cell attachments called intercalated discs. As a result, adjoining 
cells form a functional syncytium (Rumyantsev, 1977). Cardiac myogenic 
cells, unlike their skeletal counterparts, are able to undergo mitosis 
despite the presence of highly organized myofibrils (Manasek, 1968; 
Rumyantsev and Snigirevskaya, 1968; Weinstein and Hay, 1970; Hay and 
Low, 1972; Chacko, 1979). There is, however, some disagreement with 
regard to the fate of these myofibrils during mitosis. Some laboratories 
report that these myofibrils disintegrate during mitosis into free 
sarcomeres and/or small bundles of myofilaments (Goldstein et al., 1974; 
Kasten, 1972; Rumyantsev, 1979), while others maintain that such 
dedifferentiation is not necessary (Kelly and Chacko, 1976). Cardiac 
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cells also maintain their interconnections (desmosomes and nexuses in 
the intercalated discs) during all phases of the mitotic cycle 
(Rumyantsev, 1977). As the embryonic heart matures, the cardiac muscle 
cells eventually withdraw from the cell cycle and cease synthesizing 
DNA. In the chick heart, the percentage of cells in mitosis falls from 
approximately 2% in nine day old embryos to less than 0.25% just before 
hatching (Zak, 1974). Synthesis of DNA decreases by about 90% between 
15 days pre-hatch and 1 day post-hatch (Doyle et al., 1974). 
C. Myofibrillar Protein Synthesis and Assembly 
During differentiation skeletal muscle cells become reprogrammed to 
synthesize, accumulate and assemble muscle-specific myofibrillar proteins. 
The coordinate accumulation of myofibrillar proteins (myosin heavy chains, 
myosin light chains, a- and ^-tropomyosin, troponin T and C) in vitro, 
beginning at fusion, has been demonstrated by Devlin and Emerson (1978) 
by two-dimensional gel electrophoresis of [ Sj-methionine labeled quail 
cultures. Evidence for the coordinate accumulation of embryonic 
myofibrillar proteins ^  vivo also has been reported (Masaki and 
Yoshizaki, 1972; Obinata et al., 1974). A precise quantitative estimate 
of the increase in synthesis during differentiation is not available for 
all myofibrillar proteins. Most estimates of myosin heavy chain 
synthesis have demonstrated a four- to ten-fold increase at the time 
of fusion (Stockdale and O'Neill, 1972; Paterson and Strohman, 1972; 
Morris et al., 1972; Young et al., 1975; Shani et al., 1981). In chick 
primary cultures, a ten-fold increase in actin synthesis coincident with 
fusion has been described (Paterson et al., 1974). These results suggest 
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that the RNA transcripts coding for proteins involved in the myofibrillar 
structure are translated at the same time. Accurate measurements of 
protein degradation in developing muscle are not available, but analysis 
of degradation rates in adult muscle (Ingwall, 1980) indicates that 
specific adult muscle proteins have different half-lives from each other. 
In adult muscle that is not undergoing hypertrophy or atrophy, the rates 
of synthesis and degradation balance. This suggests that there also is 
a change in the relative rates of synthesis of different myofibrillar 
proteins as the muscle matures. Because the rates of accumulation of 
myofibrillar proteins in developing myotubes are coordinate, it appears 
that muscle differentiation involves a transition from a coordinate to 
a non-coordinate state of turnover of myofibrillar proteins. Myo­
fibrillar proteins also undergo isozymic transition during development. 
Two documented examples are transitions in myosin light chains and 
tropomyosin. At least nine myosin light chain phenotypes are present 
during the different stages of development of fast-type skeletal muscle 
fibers (Whalen et al., 1979). A change in relative proportions of 
or- and /3- tropomyosin subunits also occurs during muscle development. 
In 24-day rabbit embryos, 70% of the tropomyosin in the longissimus 
dorsl muscle is of the 0 type. After birth, the ^ -tropomyosin content 
in the longissimus dorsi is reduced to about 20% (Amphlett et al., 
1976). As these observations indicate, myofibrillar protein synthesis 
and assembly are complex processes. 
Although little data exist on exactly how synthesis is coordinated 
and initiated or how myofibrillar proteins are assembled and replaced. 
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several laboratories have done structural studies of myogenesis (Hay, 
1963; Allen and Pepe, 1965; Przybylski and Blumberg, 1966; Fischman, 
1967; Porter et al., 1979; Peng et al., 1981). One of the first 
morphological signs of myogenesis is the elongation of myogenic cells 
to assume a bipolar, spindle shape. Initially, the ultrastructural 
features of these cells are not unique for muscle cells. The nuclei are 
large, with prominent nucleoli, and most cytoplasmic ribosomes are not 
membrane bound. Sheets or bundles of actin-containing cortical filaments 
lie immediately beneath the plasma membrane. In addition to the cortical 
filaments, these cells also possess a microfilament network (Ishikawa 
et al., 1969) and intermediate filaments (Rash et al., 1968). In 
skeletal myogenesis, these cells fuse to form multinucleated myotubes. 
Although it has been shown that fusion-blocked myoblasts are capable 
of synthesizing myofibrillar proteins (Holtzer et al., 1957; Coleman 
et al., 1966; Fambrough and Rash, 1971), the bulk synthesis and 
assembly of myofibrillar proteins take place after myotube formation. 
The general concensus is that thick filaments aggregate to their final 
A band length before incorporation into the myofibril (Allen and Pepe, 
1965; Fischman, 1967; Holtzer, 1970). Once assembled, the myosin 
filaments align parallel to the long axis of the myotube. They contain 
the same crossbridge and non-crossbridge-bearing zones (psuedo H-zones) 
characteristic of thick filaments in the A bands of mature myofibrils 
(Huxley, 1963; Fischman, 1967). The M-lines are not apparent in nascent 
thick filaments (Knappeis and Carlsen, 1968; Kundrat and Pepe, 1971), 
but appear with the completion of the assembly of the sarcomere (Peng 
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et al., 1981). The myosin molecule itself seemingly contains all the 
information necessary to form thick filaments of the correct length 
and geometry needed for incorporation into myofibrils. This is seemingly 
not the case with proteins that make up thin filaments because no one has 
successfully polymerized thin filaments having an exact length of one 
//m. It has been suggested that the length of the thin filament is 
influenced by the presence of the thick filaments over which it slides 
(Franzini-Armstrong, 1970; Fischman, 1972). The exact regulatory 
features of thin filament polymerization are yet to be elucidated. 
It is generally agreed that in skeletal myogenesis both thick and 
thin filaments are formed first and then assembled into myofibrils. 
There is some disagreement, however, as to whether one type of filament 
appears before the other. Several papers have reported the presence of 
free thin filaments in embryonic muscle prior to the formation of nascent 
thick filaments (Allen and Pepe, 1965; Allen, 1973; Hilfer et al., 1973). 
The likely error or misinterpretation of these early studies is that no 
differentiation was made between nascent thin filaments containing the 
muscle-specific actin isomer and actin filaments, containing non-muscle 
actin isomers, that make up the cytoskeleton (Vandekerckhove and Weber, 
1978a, b). Firket (1967) and Heuson-Stiennon (1965) reported the 
presence of myosin thick filament precursor structures before the 
polymerization of thin filaments. The existence of such intermediate 
structures is questionable in light of the finding that no distinct 
intermediate structural form is detected in the assembly of myosin 
filaments vivo (Huxley, 1963). Because the Firket (1967) and 
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Heuson-Stiennon (1965) reports were structural studies that didn't 
involve biochemical characterization of the components making up these 
filaments, it is possible that the structures they identified as thick 
filament precursors were actually the intermediate (10 nm) filaments 
described by Ishikawa et al. (1968, 1969). 
A third possibility for thick and thin filament assembly and the 
one that agrees with observations in this laboratory (Allen et al., 
1975, 1979) is that thick and thin filaments appear simultaneously in 
developing muscle cells. Hay (1963), Przybylski and Blumberg (1966), 
Shimada et al. (1967) and Fischman (1967) all reported two populations 
of filaments present in the early stages of myofibrillogenesis, namely 
6-7 nm thin filaments and 12-14 nm thick filaments. That the filaments 
they described were actually nascent thick and thin filaments and not 
components of the non-muscle cytoskeleton is indicated by their length, 
1.1 >tm for the thin filaments and 1.6 /tm for the thick filaments. 
Those studies were not able to demonstrate one filament type was present 
without the other one present at any stage during myogenesis. 
Once formed, thick and thin filaments are oriented in the long 
axis of the myofiber and are incorporated into myofibrils in a hexagonal 
lattice. Again, there are several ideas as to how this lattice is formed 
and stabilized. The most widely accepted hypothesis is that thick and 
thin filaments are packed in a hexagonal pattern as a consequence of the 
geometry of the cross-bridges that link the two sets of filaments 
(Fischman, 1967; Shimada et al., 1967; Firket, 1967; Przybylski and 
Blumberg, 1966; Allen and Pepe, 1965). Nascent Z-lattice associates 
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with the free ends of thin filaments and links new sarcomeres together. 
Porter et al. (1979) have presented evidence that suggests the Z-lines 
may arise from the microtrabecular lattice surrounding the myofibrils. 
While the thin filament array seen in cross section is in a hexagonal 
pattern at the A-I junction due to the interaction of thick and thin 
filaments, near the Z-line the thin filament array is in the form of 
a square (22 nm per side) lattice (Page, 1968; Bennett and Porter, 1953). 
It is interesting to note that the Ng-line crosses the area of the I 
band in which the thin filament array is changing from the square lattice 
to the hexagonal pattern (Franzini-Armstrong, 1970). Although the 
appearance of the Ng-line in the assembly sequence of myofibrils has 
not been determined, its location suggests it may function in the 
orientation and maintenance of thin filament geometry, especially with 
respect to the Z-line (Franzini-Armstrong, 1970; Wang and Williamson, 
1980) . 
The process of myofibril assembly in the embryonic heart also has 
been the subject of ultrastructural studies and, like skeletal 
myofibrillogenesis, the details of myofibril formation are controversial. 
One school of thought is that the initial step in myofibrillogenesis is 
the association of thin filaments with Z-substance, which then act as 
the organizing sites for myofibrils (Hagopian and Spiro, 1970; Legato, 
1972; Markwald, 1973). Other researchers suggest that the initial 
event is the lateral organization of thin filaments, and that the Z-line 
material then becomes associated with bundles of thin filaments at 
sites somewhat removed from the cell membrane (Saetersdal et al., 1976; 
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Myklebust et al., 1978). Unlike skeletal myofibrillogenesis, both 
hypotheses propose that in cardiac myofibrillogenesis arrays of thin 
filaments organize first, followed by addition of thick filaments. 
In summary, it has been shown that myofibrillar proteins in 
developing muscle cells are synthesized in a coordinate manner. The 
results from several laboratories indicate that the major myofibrillar 
proteins are synthesized at the same time and, thus, are present during 
assembly of the myofibril. Very little, however, is known about the 
mechanisms these proteins follow in organizing and assembling into 
functional myofibrils. Although it has been proposed that the geometry 
of the thin filament lattice is determined by interaction with myosin 
crossbridges near the A-I junction, it is not known what determines the 
orientation of the lattice at the Z-line. 
D. Growth and Maturation of Muscle Cells 
The final skeletal muscle mass of an adult animal results from the 
interplay of a number of factors, including muscle fiber number, number 
of nuclei per cell, and rate of protein accumulation. Adult muscle 
fiber number and nuclei content are a function of both presumptive 
myoblast proliferation during prenatal life and of satellite cell 
proliferation and differentiation during postnatal life (Goldspink, 
1972). While satellite cell proliferation does contribute to postnatal 
muscle growth, more than 90% of postnatal growth in large mammals is 
due to hypertrophy of muscle cells formed during prenatal development 
(Goldspink, 1972). The types of proteins synthesized and their rates 
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of accumulation may be Influenced by a number of factors such as: 
1) exercise, 2) nerve supply, 3) hormones and 4) nutrition. 
When discussing muscle growth and differentiation in different 
species, it sometimes is confusing to categorize events as strictly 
embryonic or postnatal. The events occurring during embryonic and 
postembryonic development vary according to the rate of development of 
the animal and its state of maturity at birth. While the temporal 
sequence may vary, muscle growth in general is characterized by an 
early period in which the increase in muscle mass is due primarily 
to an increase in muscle nuclei (hyperplasia) and a later period in 
which muscle nuclei number stabilizes and muscle mass increases 
primarily as the result of protein accumulation (hypertrophy). In 
general, prenatal increases in muscle mass result primarily from 
hyperplasia, while postnatal increases in muscle mass are primarily 
due to hypertrophy. 
Myogenic cell proliferation is seemingly one of the key factors 
controlling ultimate muscle growth. Muscle fibers in faster-growing 
animals are in general both larger and more numerous than fibers in 
slower-growing animals of the same species (Harbison et al., 1976; 
Trenkle et al., 1978). As one example, cattle exhibiting increased 
muscle mass due to the "double muscle" syndrome have more fibers per 
muscle and larger fibers than animals without the syndrome (Ashmore 
et al., 1974; Swatland and Kieffer, 1974). Significant differences 
in muscle fiber number also are seen in laboratory mice that display 
differences in adult muscle mass (Aberle and Doolittle, 1976; Luff 
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and Goldspink, 1967). Differences in the size and number of muscle 
cells in different animals may be due to extrinsic factors, such as 
hormones and other growth factors, to intrinsic differences in the 
genetic program of the myogenic cells, or to a combination of both 
extrinsic and intrinsic factors. 
Several hormones and growth factors will stimulate the prolifera­
tion of myogenic cells. Glucocorticoids stimulate myogenic cell 
proliferation in muscle cultures while inhibiting fibroblast prolifera­
tion (Guerrieo and Florini, 1978). The addition of testosterone to 
the medium of myogenic cultures increases cell division and decreases 
the average cell cycle time (Powers and Florini, 1975). A number of 
small polypeptide factors such as MSA (multiplication stimulating 
activity) (Florini et al., 1977), multiplication promoting factor 
(Ozawa and Kohama, 1973) and brain extract factor (Oh, 1975) result in 
increased proliferation of myogenic cells. Although it has been shown 
that growth hormone promotes DNA accretion in hypophysectomized rats 
(Beach and Kostyo, 1968; Cheek and Hill, 1970), no increase in cell 
proliferation is observed in cultured myogenic cells when growth 
hormone is added to the medium (Gospodarowicz et al., 1975; Florini 
et al., 1977). Insulin stimulates myoblast fusion and activates cell 
division in vitro (de la Haba and Amundsen, 1972). Insulin receptors 
are present on skeletal muscle cells at all stages of development 
(Doetschman et al., 1975; Sandra and Przybylski, 1979). While 
experiments involving the addition of physiological levels of insulin 
have failed to demonstrate an effect on proliferation vitro (Florini 
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et al., 1977; Florin! and Ewton, 1981), superphysiologlcal levels 
stimulate muscle cell lines to produce a greater number of myotubes 
(Mandel and Pearson, 1974), restore myoblast fusion in cultures grown 
in serum-free medium (Yablonka and Yaffe, 1977), and promote prolifera­
tion and fusion in primary myoblast cultures (Kumegawa et al., 1980; 
Sandra and Przybylski, 1979). Florini and Ewton (1981) have suggested 
that the stimulatory effects of insulin on myogenic proliferation are 
the result of insulin acting as a somatomedin analog. 
Once muscle fibers have formed, the amount and type of muscle 
proteins present may be affected by exercise. It has long been known 
that exercise will produce muscle hypertrophy as a result of an increase 
in amount of myofibrillar protein (Goldspink, 1972). This hypertrophy 
results in an increase in the contractile strength of the muscle. As 
yet, the feedback mechanism that couples the mechanical event and the 
biochemical process that results in increased protein accumulation is 
unknown. 
Numerous ^  vivo studies have shown that motor neurons regulate 
the morphological, physiological and biochemical properties of skeletal 
muscle (Gutmann, 1976; Guth, 1968). Denervation causes both a rapid 
increase in muscle protein degradation (Goldberg, 1969; Goldspink, 
1976) and a decrease in protein synthesis (Goldberg, 1969; Goldspink, 
1978). The trophic interaction of muscle and nerve has led to the 
suggestion of the existence of a myotrophic factor that is released by 
the motor neuron. Recently, a protein named sciatin has been isolated 
from sciatic nerves that stimulates protein synthesis in skeletal muscle 
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cultures (Markelonls et al., 1980). It has been proposed that this 
protein, which is closely related in structure to transferrin, may 
be involved in the homeostatic maintenance of protein turnover in 
skeletal muscle (Markelonis et al., 1982). Transferrin, also known as 
myotrophic factor (MTF) (Kimura et al., 1981), is a 80,000 dalton 
protein that has growth-promoting activity on a variety of cells, 
including cultured avian muscle cells (Hagiwara et al., 1981). 
Transferrin's growth-promoting activity on myogenic cells appears to be 
related to its ability to provide iron to cells (Kimura et al., 1981). 
In addition to stabilizing the highly differentiated state of the 
muscle fibers, the nervous system also controls some of their specific 
characteristics. Cross innervation studies, for Instance, have 
demonstrated that contraction speed (Buller et al., 1960), concentra­
tions of different muscle proteins present (Prewitt and Salafsky, 1967; 
McPherson and Tokunage, 1967; Guth, 1968; Mommaerts et al., 1969; 
Weeds et al., 1974; Amphlett et al., 1975; Oh, 1975) and glycogen and 
potassium concentrations (Drahota and Gutman, 1963) are all dependent 
in part on the type of innervation of the muscle fibers. 
Hormones also affect the net accumulation of myofibrillar proteins 
by reversible modulations of cellular metabolism brought about by the 
action of hormones on adult myotubes and by the effects of hormones on 
the maturation steps that occur in myogenic cells during differentiation. 
The latter effects of hormones are generally irreversible. In action on 
both adult and embryonic tissue, the hormone acts as a trigger that sets 
off genetically programmed cellular activity. The specificity of the 
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reaction lies with the target cell and not with the hormone (Goldspink, 
1974). Thus, the same hormone may elicit different responses from 
different target cells. For example, the response of myoblasts to 
insulin may well differ from the response of myotubes to insulin. A 
number of proteins have been shown to affect the net accumulation of 
myofibrillar proteins iji vivo. Androgens increase the rate of protein 
synthesis in most muscles (Novak, 1957; Young, 1970). Experiments by 
Breuer and Florin! (1965) indicated that androgens increase protein 
synthesis by increasing mRNA production. It also has been known for 
many years that growth hormone increases muscle mass (Young, 1970; 
Goldspink, 1972). Amino acid incorporation studies conducted both 
in vivo and in isolated diaphragm muscle preparations have demonstrated 
that the increase in muscle mass is associated with increased protein 
synthesis (Goldspink, 1972). Interestingly, however, no effect of growth 
hormone on cultured myogenic cells has yet been reported. It has been 
suggested that growth hormone does not act directly on muscle, but 
rather on other tissues that in turn release polypeptides, such as the 
somatomedins, which have anabolic and mitogenic effects on tissues. 
These polypeptides supposedly then act on muscle cells to promote 
protein synthesis (Luft and Hall, 1974; Florini et al., 1977). 
Insulin enhances amino acid uptake in both skeletal (Merrill et al., 
1977; Sandra et al., 1981) and cardiac (Guidotti et al., 1974) muscle 
cells at superphysiological concentrations. More recently, Airhart et 
al. (1982) have reported a stimulation of protein synthesis in skeletal 
and cardiac muscle cultures by the addition of physiological concentration 
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(10 to 10 ^ M) of insulin. Insulin also suppresses protein degradation 
in cultured muscle cells (Frelin, 1980). It has been suggested that 
insulin-dependent enhancement of amino acid uptake and insulin-dependent 
suppression of protein degradation are mediated by different pathways 
(King et al., 1980; Airhart et al., 1982). This is supported by the 
observations that insulin suppresses protein degradation in cultured 
muscle cells only in the absence of serum (Frelin, 1980), but increases 
amino acid uptake both in the presence and absence of serum (Airhart 
et al., 1982). 
The level of nutrition also affects the synthesis and accumulation 
of myofibrillar proteins. Muscle tissue is second only to fat in its 
susceptibility to starvation. The decrease in muscle mass due to 
starvation is primarily a result of a reduction of myofibrils in the 
fibers (Goldspink, 1965; Rowe, 1968; Goldspink, 1976). In starvation, 
the rate of protein degradation is increased (Bird et al., 1968; 
Goldberg, 1980) and the rate of protein synthesis is decreased (Waterlow 
and Stephen, 1968; Goldberg, 1980). 
Net muscle protein accumulation is the result of muscle protein 
synthesis and degradation. Although it is relatively easy to measure 
the rate of accumulation of the different contractile proteins during 
differentiation and growth, it is more difficult to estimate the 
individual rates of synthesis and degradation (turnover). In general, 
more studies have dealt with aspects of synthesis and studies on 
degradation have lagged somewhat behind. Among the problems encountered 
in Ijn vivo studies of muscle protein turnover are variations in the 
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size of amino acid pools, permeability of plasma membranes and blood 
supply to different muscles with age (Goldspink, 1976) . 
It has been shown in several species that protein turnover in 
immature muscle is faster than in adult muscle (Ingwall, 1980). 
Although changes in rates of proteolysis in muscle tissue are documented 
for a variety of physiological and pathological conditions (Bird, 1975; 
Goldberg and St. John, 1976; Pennington, 1977; Millward et al., 1978), 
the mechanism of degradation of cellular protein during protein turnover 
•in normal muscle cells remains to be elucidated. A growing body of 
evidence suggests that the lysosomal apparatus of muscle cells is 
involved in the turnover of myofibrillar proteins (for reviews see 
Bird, 1975; Goll et al., 1983). Seven of the thirteen known lysosomal 
peptide hydrolases (cathepsius A,B,C,D,H,L and lysosomal carboxypeptidase 
B) have been located inside skeletal muscle cells (Goll et al., 1983). 
Libelius et al. (1979) have demonstrated the presence of myofilament 
fragments in secondary lysosomes. Gerard and Schneider (1979) were 
able to identify the presence of actin and muscle fragments in muscle 
lysosomes by immunoprecipitation using antibodies prepared against 
actomyosin fragments. In studies using primary chick myogenic cultures 
and the rat myogenic line L^, Bird et al. (1981) showed that changes in 
lysosomal enzyme activities paralleled muscle differentiation. Their 
results suggested that the lysosomal apparatus and its complement of 
enzymes play a significant role in differentiation of muscle myotubes. 
2+ 
In addition to lysosomal enzymes, a neutral protease, CAP (Ca -dependent 
protease) has been located inside skeletal muscle cells near the cell 
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membrane, by immunoelectron microscope localization (Dayton and 
Schollmeyer, 1981) and at the Z-line (Ishiura et al., 1980). CAF 
quickly degrades troponin T and I, tropomyosin, C-protein and M-
protein, but not myosin, actin or a-actinin in vitro (Dayton et al., 
1976a, b). It has been proposed (Dayton et al., 1975) that CAF 
contributes to the disassembly of myofibrils during the initial stages 
of myofibrillar protein turnover. 
In summary, there seem to be a large number of factors that 
influence and control muscle growth and development. The large number 
of mechanisms that are involved in the control of muscle mass probably 
results in easy adaptation to changing needs. Since muscle makes up 
such a large portion of the total body mass, it is important that this 
tissue be able to change in response to the animal's need for strength, 
endurance, speed or energy requirements in relationship to the 
nutritional state of the animal. 
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III. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
A. Comparison of Muscle Cultures Derived from 
Fast- and Slow-Growing Chicken Lines 
1. Source of genetically different chicken lines 
Fertile eggs from genetically different lines of chickens that 
differ significantly in adult muscle mass were obtain'ed from Hy-line 
(Dallas Center, Iowa) and Welp, Inc. (Bancroft, Iowa). The Hy-line 
animals are a slower-growing type of chicken. They have been genetically 
selected to be commercial layers and are produced by a hybrid single 
cross from two Leghorn strains. Adult hens average 1.5 kg of weight 
at an age of one year. The Welp chickens are a fast-growing strain. 
They have been genetically selected to be meat-type birds (Welprock 
Jumbo Broilers) and are produced by a Cornish X Rock cross. The Welp 
chickens reach an average weight of 2.3 kg at an age of 56 to 60 days. 
Myogenic cell cultures derived from the slower-growing Hy-line embryos 
will be referred to herein as slow cultures and myogenic cultures 
derived from the Welp embryos will be referred to herein as fast cultures. 
2. Cell culture procedures 
Myogenic cells were isolated from mixed leg and thigh muscles of 
12 to 13 day old chick embryos by mechanical dissociation as described 
by Young et al. (1975). Cell suspensions were pre-plated for 40 min 
at 37° C to increase the percentage of myogenic cells. Cells remaining 
in suspension after the preplating step were counted in a haemocytometer 
and plated at a density of approximately 3 x 10^ cells/dish in 60 mm 
diameter Falcon tissue culture dishes (Fisher Scientific Company, 
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Chicago, Illinois) that previously had been coated with a solution 
consisting of one part Vitrogen (Collagen Corp.) to nine parts buffered 
saline solution (BSS = 0.137 M NaCl, 2.7 inM KCl, 1.0 mM CaClg, 1.0 mM 
Mg Clg • ôHgO, 0.15 mM NaHgPO^, 1.36 mM Na^HPO^, 6.0 mM NaHCO^, 5.5 mM 
glucose, pH 7.4). Because more cells in the fast cultures adhered to 
the dish than in the slow cultures, plating densities were adjusted 
so that similar numbers of cells per plate were present in both fast 
and slow cultures after 24 h. 
Fibroblast cultures were prepared from skin removed from the legs 
and breasts of 12 to 13 day old chick embryos. Cells were dissociated 
by digestion with 0.25% (w/v) trypsin (GIBCO, Grand Island, New York) 
in BSS for 5 min at 25° C with frequent shaking. The resulting cell 
suspension was filtered through a nylon mesh and added to an equal 
volume of complete medium (defined in following paragraph) to stop 
digestion. The digestion is stopped because of the presence of trypsin 
inhibitors contained in the embryo extract and horse serum in the complete 
medium. Cells were collected by centrifugation at 700 x g for 5 min, 
resuspended in complete medium, and plated in uncoated 100 mm diameter 
Falcon culture dishes. After 24 h, medium was removed from the cultures 
and they were rinsed with warm (37° C) BSS. Cultures were then incubated 
in 0.25% (w/v) trypsin in BSS until the cells were detached from the 
plate. Trypsin action was stopped by addition of complete medium. The 
fibroblast cells were collected by centrifugation at 700 x g for 5 min, 
resuspended in complete medium, and plated in uncoated 60 mm diameter 
Falcon culture dishes. This second trypsin treatment was done to 
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eliminate myogenic cells and to give a more pure fibroblast culture. 
For comparisons with myogenic cell cultures, the time in culture for 
the fibroblast cultures were measured starting from the time of the 
second plating. 
All cultures were grown in a complete medium consisting of 87.5% 
(v/v) Dulbecco's Modified Eagles Medium (MEM) (GIBCO, Grand Island, 
New York), 10% (v/v) preselected horse serum (GIBCO), 2.5% (v/v) chick 
embryo extract, 50 units/ml penicillin-streptomycin (GIBCO) and 2.5 
mg/ml fungizone (GIBCO). The horse serum was screened before use to 
be certain that it supported normal growth and differentiation of 
primary muscle cultures. Embryo extract from the slow-growing (Hy-line) 
embryos was prepared by the method of Young (1975) and used in the 
formulation of complete medium for all cultures. Complete medium was 
changed every 24 h in culture. Cultures were maintained at 37° C in 
a Hotpack CO^ incubator in an atmosphere of 5% CO^ and 95% air. 
3. Analysis of cell growth and differentiation 
Fusion percentages and cell densities on plates were determined 
using Giemsa-stained cultures as described by Orcutt and Young (1982). 
Nuclei were scored as being within a fused cell (myotube) if they were 
contained within the cell membrane of a cell having at least three 
nuclei. Such nuclei are referred to herein as fused nuclei. For 
determination of the total protein content of cell cultures, cultures 
were rinsed with three changes of phosphate buffered saline (PBS = 
0.01 M Na phosphate, 0.15 M NaCl, pH 7.2) at 25° C and then scraped 
from the plate into a solution of 2% (w/v) SDS, 10 mM Na phosphate, 
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pH 6.9, and solubilized by vortexing. Aliquots of the culture homogenate 
were precipitated by the addition of one ml of 10% (w/v) TCA and 
centrifuged at 1,000 x g for 5 min. The precipitates were redissolved 
in the original volume (refers to original volume of solubilized culture 
homogenate in 2% SDS, 10 mM Na phosphate) of 1 M NaOH. Protein con­
centrations were determined in duplicate by the Folin-Lowry procedure 
(Lowry et al., 1951), with bovine serum albumin (BSA) (Fraction V, 
96-99% albumin, Sigma Chemical Company, St. Louis, Missouri) used as a 
standard. For purposes of comparison, protein content per plate was 
divided by the total number of nuclei per plate; thus, values were 
expressed as mg protein per nucleus. 
4. Insulin studies 
Insulin-enriched media were prepared by dissolving bovine insulin 
(bovine pancreas crystalline, 24 I.U. per mg, Sigma Chemical Company, 
St. Louis, Missouri) in 0.01 N HCl Immediately prior to use and diluting 
to the appropriate insulin concentration with complete medium. Insulin-
enriched media on cultures were replaced every 48 h. 
The amount of insulin bound by cultured cells was determined by 
1 25 
the method described by Nissen et al. (1983). The [ l]-lnsulin was 
prepared by the stoichiometric lodlnation procedure of De Mytes (1976).. 
The labeled insulin was stored at -70° C until use and was used within 
30 days of lodlnation. Complete medium was removed from each of the 
cultures just before cultures were assayed for Insulin binding. The 
cultures were rinsed with three changes of PBS at 37° C and incubated 
for 90 min at 37° C in two ml of insulin binding assay buffer 
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(25 mM MOPS, 105 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 1.2 mM MgSO^, 15 mM Na • acetate, 
6 mM glucose, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mg/ml BSA), plus 0.2 ng -insulin + 1 mg 
unlabeled (cold) insulin. After the 90 min incubation, the plates were 
rinsed with cold (0-2° C) PBS. The resulting suspension was centrifuged 
at 3,000 X g for three min. The pellets were rinsed twice with PBS at 
0-2° C and counted in a Nuclear-Chicago model DS5 gamma counter. Results 
125 
are reported as cpm. Specific binding was calculated as [ l]-insulin 
bound (determined as cpm per pellet) in the absence of unlabeled insulin 
125 
minus [ ij-insulin bound in the presence of added excess unlabeled 
insulin. All experiments were done in triplicate. Because the insulin 
binding assay used assumes that the cpm bound is limited by the number 
of receptors available rather than by the ability of insulin receptors 
to recognize radioactively labeled compounds, it is necessary to correct 
for any radioactive compounds that are not recognized by receptors (e.g., 
125 degraded [ l]-insulin). Thus, all values were corrected for 
125 degradation of [ l]-labeled insulin that occurred during incubation 
by exposing the supernatants resulting from sedimentation of the culture 
suspensions to an equal volume of 10% TCA and measuring the percentage 
of non-precipitable counts. This correction was always small and 
ranged from 1.5 to 5%. As an additional control, insulin was incubated 
for 90 min under the same conditions, but in the absence of cells. The 
values obtained from this control were always negligible. These insulin 
binding data were reported as molecules [^^^l]-insulin bound per nucleas 
(total molecules [ l]-insulin bound to cell surfaces of cells on 
plate/total nuclei per plate). Fusion percentages, nuclei counts. 
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protein determination and insulin binding data were analyzed by the F-
test (Snedecor and Cochran, 1967). 
B. Appearance, Localization and Rate of Accumulation 
of Nebulin in Myogenesis 
1. Isolation of nebulin 
Myofibrils from adult chicken breast muscle were prepared by the 
procedure of Dayton et al. (1976b). They were then solubilized by 
hand homogenization in an equal volume of nebulin sample buffer 
[lO% (w/v) SDS, 10 mM EDTA, 0.1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride 
(PMSF), 0.2 M Tris-HCl, pH 8.0] at 50° C and incubated for three minutes 
in a water bath at 100° C. Nebulin was isolated from the SDS-extract 
of the myofibrils by gel filtration chromatography (Bio-Gel A-50 m. 
Bio Rad Laboratories, Richmond, California) in the presence of SDS 
as described by Wang and Williamson (1980). The chromatographically-
purified nebulin was used for amino acid analysis, autoradiography and 
immunoprecipitation analysis of nebulin antiserum. For use as an 
antigen in antibody production, the chromatographically-purified nebulin 
was further purified electrophoretically by the method of Stephens (1975). 
2. Antibody preparation and characterization 
Antiserum against nebulin was produced in a New Zealand white 
rabbit by the methods described by Richardson et al. (1981). Control 
serum was collected prior to immunization and tested by indirect 
immunofluorescence microscopy to ensure the absence of autoimmunity 
to any myofibrillar proteins. The rabbit was injected twice, 14 days 
apart, subcutaneously in multiple back sites with 1 mg (on each day 
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of injection) of electrophoretically-purified adult chicken nebulin. 
For the first injection, purified nebulin was suspended as an emulsion 
in Freund's complete adjuvant (Cappel Laboratories, Cochranville, 
Pennsylvania). For the second injection, purified nebulin was suspended 
in Freund's incomplete adjuvant (Cappel Laboratories, Cochranville, 
Pennsylvania). Animals were bled at 10 to 14 day intervals starting 
two weeks after the last of the two injections. The IgG fraction was 
isolated from a portion of the whole serum by bringing the rabbit 
nebulin antiserum up to 40% ammonium sulfate saturation by slow-addition 
of solid ammonium sulfate at 0° C with stirring. After sitting at 0-2° C 
for 45 min, the precipitate was collected by centrifugation at 2,800 x g 
for 10 min. The resulting pellet was dissolved in the original serum 
volume of PBS and dialyzed overnight against two changes of PBS at 0-2° C. 
Whole serum and IgG fractions were stored at -70° C until use. Whole 
serum was used for experiments involving the establishment of antibody 
specificity and for indirect immunofluorescence localization. The IgG 
fraction was used for experiments involving measurement of rate of 
nebulin accumulation in myogenesis. 
The specificity of the antiserum was established by immuno-
precipitation analysis and by autoradiography. The precipitation 
reactions were done by mixing 100 aliquots of serum (which contained 
approximately 8 mg of protein) with 0.010 mg to 0.350 mg of nebulin, 
titin or BSA dissolved in 450 /il immunoprecipitation assay buffer 
(0.1 M Tris-glycine, 0.15 M NaCl, 5 mM EDTA, 0.1% (w/v) SDS, 0.5 mM 
DTT, pH 7.5). As a control, 100 /il aliquots of pre-immune serum were 
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mixed with 0.010 to 0.350 mg of nebulin dissolved in 450 /«I immuno-
precipitation assay buffer. After incubation overnight at 25° C, the 
samples were centrifuged at 6,630 x g for 3 min. The precipitates 
were rinsed three times with PBS at 25° C. A Lowry protein determina­
tion (Lowry et al., 1951) was done in duplicate for each precipitate. 
Additional controls consisting of samples containing serum incubated 
without antigen and antigen incubated without serum yielded negligible 
values. 
For autoradiography, samples of whole myofibrils, of purified 
nebulin and of purified titin were electrophoretically separated by the 
SDS-polyacrylamide gel procedure described by Laemmli (1970) using both 
low percent SDS-polyacrylamide (4% acrylamide with 3% acrylamide 
stacking gel or 3.5% acrylamide with no stacking gel) slab gels and 
high percent SDS-polyacrylamide (7% acrylamide with 4% acrylamide 
stacking gel) slab gels. The weight ratio of bisacrylamide to acrylamide 
was always 1:30. The dimensions of the slab gels were 14 cm x 10 cm x 
0.10 cm. Because of their high subunit molecular weights, titin and 
nebulin do not enter into high percent SDS-polyacrylamide gels. 
Therefore, to separate them electrophoretically, it is necessary to 
use low percent SDS-polyacrylamide gels. On the other hand, in order 
to demonstrate that proteins with subunit molecular weights of less 
than 100,000 (travel with the dye front or are eluted off the low 
percent gels) don't react with nebulin antiserum, it also was necessary 
to run immunoautoradiographs with high percent SDS-polyacrylamide 
slab gels. Samples run in lanes on one half of the slab gel were 
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duplicated in lanes on the other half of the slab gel. After electro­
phoresis, the slab gel was cut in half. One half was stained with 
Coomassie blue [0.2% (w/v) Coomassie blue, 7% (v/v) acetic acid, 40% 
(v/v) methanol] to identify protein bands. The protein bands in the 
other half were transferred to a nitrocellulose sheet and used for 
immunological detection as described by Towbin et al. (1979) except 
that [^^^l]-protein A was used rather than an labeled second 
antibody. 
Protein A (Pharmacia Inc., Piscataway, New Jersey) was labeled 
125 
with I (Amersham Corporation, Arlington Heights, Illinois) by a 
modification of the chloramine T method described by Greenwood et al. 
(1963). One mg of Protein A in one ml of iodination buffer (0.1 M Na 
125 phosphate, pH 7.2) was mixed with 1 mCL I. The labeling reaction was 
initiated by the addition of 0.25 mg Chloramine T (Eastman Kodak 
Company, Rochester, New York) in 250 /»1 iodination buffer. After 15 
sec, a precipitation with TCA was done to determine the percentage of 
protein-bound counts. The addition of Chloramine T aliquots was 
repeated until 50 to 70% of the radioactivity was precipitable. At 
this point, the labeling reaction was stopped by the addition of sodium 
metabisulfite (Fisher Scientific Company, Fair Lawn, New Jersey). Free 
iodide was removed as described by Tuszynski et al. (1980). Greater 
than 85% of the radioactivity in the final product was covalently 
bound to protein A as determined by TCA precipitation. 
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3. Amino acid analysis 
Purified nebulin samples collected from a gel filtration column 
were concentrated with an Amicon Ultrafiltration Cell, Model 12 
(Amicon Corp., Danvers, Massachusetts) and dialyzed against distilled 
deionized water for three days at room temperature to remove most of 
the SDS. Samples were evaporated to dryness and hydrolyzed in HCl 
at 110° C for 24, 48 and 72 h. Amino acid compositions were determined 
with a Durrum D-400 amino acid analyzer. Serine and threonine values 
were extrapolated to zero time by linear regression. Isoleucine and 
valine contents were determined from 72 h hydrolysis values. Cysteine 
was determined as cysteic acid and methionine as methionine sulfone 
after performic acid oxidation (Moore, 1963). Tryptophan was determined 
according to the procedure of Hugli and Moore (1972). 
4. Cell culture procedures 
Chick skeletal muscle and fibroblast cultures were isolated and 
grown as described in section A of the Materials and Methods except 
that for some of the fluorescence studies (identified in figure legends 
in Results) cells were grown on Vitrogen-coated cover slips rather than 
on Vitrogen-coated Falcon plates. Fusion-blocked myogenic cultures 
were prepared by the replacement of complete culture medium with 
complete culture medium containing 1.7 to 1.8 mM EGTA. The amount of 
total protein per plate was determined by the method of Lowry et al. 
(1951). Fusion percentages were calculated as described in section A 
of the Materials and Methods. 
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Heart cell cultures used for indirect immunofluorescence localiza­
tion experiments were derived from chick embryo hearts via trypsin 
dissociation as described by Marvin et al. (1979). Myogenic cells were 
collected by centrifugation at 2,000 x g for three minutes. The 
cellular pellet was resuspended in cardiac medium (defined in next 
paragraph). Cells were grown on polylysine- (Sigma Chemical Company, 
St. Louis, Missouri) coated glass coverslips that were prepared by the 
method of Mazia et al. (1975). Three to four polylysine-coated 
coverslips were placed in a 60 mm diameter Falcon plate and a drop of 
cardiac myogenic cell suspension was placed on each cover slip. The 
cardiac medium contained 90% (v/v) Dulbecco's MEM media, 5% (v/v) horse 
serum, 5% (v/v) fetal calf serum and one ml Antibiotic-Antimycotic 
solution (GIBCO, Grand Island, New York). Media on cardiac cultures 
were replaced every 24 h. Cultures were harvested 96 h after plating. 
5. Immunoprecipitation of [ S]-labeled proteins with nebulin antiserum 
Chick skeletal cultures grown on 35 mm diameter plates for 24, 48, 
72 or 96 h were rinsed three times with sterile BSS at 37° C. One ml 
of low-methionine culture medium was added to each plate. The low-
methionine culture medium was identical to complete culture medium 
except that its methionine content was 0.3 mg/1, which is 1/100 of the 
concentration of methionine in complete medium. To each culture, 
40 yUCi of [^^S]-methionine (890 Ci/mmole of methionine, Amersham 
Corporation, Arlington Heights, Illinois) were added. Cultures were 
then incubated for 5 h at 37° C. The radioactive media were removed 
and the cultures were rinsed three times with PBS at 0-2° C. The cells 
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were lysed in lysis buffer [50 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM PMSF, 
10 mM EDTA, 0.5% (w/v) SDS, 1.0% (v/v) Triton-X 100 and 1.0% (v/v) 
Nonidet P-40, pH 7.5]. The resulting lysates were centrifuged for 
three min at 3,260 x g to remove unsolubilized culture components 
from the lysate. The resulting supernatants were removed and each was 
mixed with 10 mg of either the gamma globulin fraction (IgG, prepared 
as described in section B.2 of Materials and Methods) of pre-immune 
serum or nebulin antiserum. Samples were then incubated for one h at 
25° C. Pansorbin cells (Calbiochem-Behring Corporation), which form an 
easily precipitated complex with IgG, were suspended in lysis buffer 
at a concentration of 7.5% (v/v). After the end of the one h incuba­
tion, 40 /tl of this Pansorbin cell suspension were added to each 
supernatant. The Pansorbin/supernatant mixtures were incubated for 
one h at 25° C and centrifuged for 3 min at 3,250 x g. The resulting 
pellets were rinsed three times with lysis buffer followed by one rinse 
with 10% (w/v) BSA dissolved in PBS at 0-2° C. Pellets were suspended 
by vortexing in 0.2 M Tris-HCl, 10 mM EDTA, 10% (w/v) SDS and 1 mM 
PMSF, pH 7.2, and heated for three min in a 100° C water bath. Aliquots 
were prepared for counting in a liquid scintillation counter by dilution 
in Beckman Ready-Solv (Beckman Instruments, Inc., Irvine, California). 
Samples were counted in a Beckman LS 8000 scintillation counter. The 
samples incubated with the pre-immune IgG fraction were used to determine 
non-specific precipitation of [ Sj-methionine labeled proteins. Counts 
precipitated by the pre-immune IgG fraction were subtracted from counts 
precipitated by the anti-nebulin IgG fraction to yield counts precipitated 
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specifically by antibodies to nebulin. The precipitation of labeled 
nebulin by the nebulin IgG fraction was checked by autoradiography as 
described by Bonner and Laskey (1974). 
6. Indirect immunofluorescence and electron microscopy 
Myofibrils were prepared by the procedure of Dayton et al. (1976b) 
from chicken mixed thigh muscles and from porcine and bovine longissimus 
dorsi muscle strips that had been stretched to rest length before rigor 
and stored in 50% (v/v) glycerol, 0.10 M KCl, 0.02 M potassium phosphate, 
pH 7.1, at -25° C until use. Indirect immunofluorescence microscopy 
experiments on adult skeletal myofibrils with nebulin antiserum used 
as the primary antibody fraction were performed as outlined by Richardson 
et al. (1981). 
Fluorescence staining of chick cardiac cells and chick fibroblasts 
grown on glass cover slips was performed by the method of Chamley et al. 
(1977). Fluorescence staining of chick skeletal muscle cultures grown 
on Vitrogen-coated Falcon plates was done according to methods currently 
in use in our laboratory (F. LaSalle, Iowa State University). All steps 
were done at 25° C, unless noted otherwise. For all samples, the 
cultures were rinsed in five changes of PBS and fixed for 15 min in a 
solution of formaldehyde prepared by mixing two parts of stock formaldehyde 
with three parts PBS. Fixation was followed by five rinses in PBS and 
incubation in PBS containing 0.01 M glycine for 15 min. Cultures were 
rinsed five times with fresh PBS and then treated with 80% (v/v) 
acetone for five min. After five additional rinses in fresh PBS, 
cultures were incubated for one h at 37° C in a 1:40 dilution of 
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pre-immune serum or nebulin antiserum in PBS (1 part serum plus 39 
parts PBS). After this incubation, cultures were rinsed three times 
with a solution of 0.01 M Tris-HCl, 0.15 M NaCl, pH 9.5, and once with 
PBS. Cultures were then incubated for one h in a 1:25 dilution of 
FITC-conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG (Miles Laboratory, Elkhart, 
Indiana) in PBS or a 1:10 dilution of rhodamine-conjugated goat anti-
rabbit IgG (Cappel Laboratories, Cochranville, Pennsylvania) in PBS 
at 37° C and then rinsed in three changes of PBS. 
For experiments involving double immunofluorescence staining, 
an F-actin-specific fluorescent probe, nitrobenzoxadiazole-phallacidin 
(NBD-Ph), was used in conjunction with nebulin antiserum. Cardiac cells 
grown on glass coverslips for 96 h were washed twice in PBS and fixed in 
a four to 100 dilution of stock formaldehyde in PBS (four parts 
formaldehyde plus 96 parts PBS) for 20 min at 25° C. Cells were then 
incubated with 100 mM NBD-Ph (Molecular Probes, Inc., Junction City, 
Oregon) as described by Carley et al. (1981) except that the time of 
incubation was reduced to 20 min. Staining with NBD-Ph was followed 
by sequential incubation with nebulin antiserum and rhodamine-conjugated 
goat anti-rabbit IgG as described for fluorescence staining using FITC-
conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG as the second antibody. For indirect 
immunofluorescence localization using nebulin antiserum on stretched 
beef sternomandibularis muscle, intact strips of pre-rigor muscle were 
stretched to approximately 130% of normal rest length, held in modified 
Lambert-Chalazion forceps, dusted with talc and frozen in liquid nitrogen. 
Cryostat sections six ^ m thick were cut on an lEC CTF Microtome-Cryostat, 
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fixed and stained according to the methods of Craig and Pardo (1979). 
Samples of 72 and 96 h muscle cultures were prepared and examined by 
electron microscopy with a Hitachi HS 8-2 operated at 100 kv as described 
by Allen et al. (1980). 
7. Comparison of relative amounts of nebulin and titin present to 
other myofibrillar proteins 
In order to determine if the amount of titin and nebulin present 
changes with muscle development, SDS-extracts of myofibrils isolated 
from an embryonic porcine longissimus dorsi sample and from two 
different embryonic chick and two different adult chicken mixed thigh 
muscles were prepared according to the method of Wang et al. (1979). 
The SDS-extracts were each chromatographed on the same Bio-Gel A-50 m 
permeation column (2.5 x 90 cm) that had been equilibrated with elution 
buffer [0.1% (w/v) SDS, 5 mM EDTA, 0.5 mM dithiothreitol (DTT), 0.1 M 
Tris-HCl, pH 8.8]. Fractions were collected at a rate of 15 ml/h 
and were analyzed for protein by absorbance at 280 nm and by SDS-PAGE 
as described earlier. The relative amounts of titin and nebulin 
(measured together) in comparison to the other myofibrillar proteins 
were determined from the elution profiles by measuring the area under 
the titin and nebulin peak and the area under the second major peak 
that contained the remainder of the myofibrillar proteins. These 
latter results should be considered preliminary in nature. 
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IV. RESULTS 
A. Comparison of Muscle Cultures Derived from Fast- and 
Slow-Growing Chicken Lines 
Intrinsic differences in the growth and differentiation charac­
teristics of muscle cell cultures derived from fast- and slow-growing 
chicken lines were analyzed by examination of the following parameters : 
percent fusion, number of fused nuclei per plate, total number of 
nuclei per plate, and protein content per nucleus. Values were determined 
for the two types of cultures after 24, 48, 72 and 96 h in culture. 
Results shown are the combined average values obtained from three 
separate experiments, with each experiment done in triplicate. 
The curves resulting from plotting percent fusion versus time for 
cell cultures derived from fast- and slow-growing chickens are shown 
in Fig. 1. The fusion curves for fast and slow cultures were similar 
in general. Both cultures demonstrated the largest increase in fusion 
between 24 and 48 h, with fusion starting to level off after 72 h. 
Although slightly higher fusion percentages were observed in the fast 
cultures than in the slow cultures, this difference was not statistically 
significant. 
A comparison of number of fused nuclei per plate as a function of 
time in culture for fast and slow myogenic cultures is shown in Fig. 2. 
Although the ratio of committed myogenic cells to uncommitted myogenic 
and non-myogenic cells (expressed as percent fusion) was similar in 
the two types of cultures (Fig. 1), there was a difference in growth rate 
between the fast and slow cultures when the number of committed myogenic 
Figure 1. Comparison of percent fusion as a function of time In culture 
for myogenic cultures derived from animals with different 
growth rates vivo 
Fusion rates for myogenic cells derived from fast-growing 
(o o) and slow-growing (A A) chicken lines were 
determined on G1emsa-stained cultures as described in 
Materials and Methods. Ten random fields were counted per 
plate. Nuclei were scored as fused nuclei if contained 




cells (reflected by number of fused nuclei) versus time in culture was 
used as the criteria for comparison (Fig. 2). After 48 h, the fast 
cultures demonstrated a significantly (p<0.01) larger number of nuclei 
within myotubes and this difference increased at later time points. 
Because no difference was observed in the percentage of fused cells 
(Fig. 1), even though the fast cultures contained more nuclei in 
myotubes (Fig. 2), these data would imply that the fast cultures also 
contained a larger number of committed, but unfused, myogenic cells 
(myoblasts). 
Cell replication rates, as expressed as total number of nuclei per 
culture plate versus time, for fibroblasts and myogenic cultures derived 
from fast- and slow-growing chicken lines are shown in Fig. 3. All 
cultures demonstrated a large increase in total nuclei (represents the 
sum of both fused and unfused nuclei) per plate with time. Myogenic 
cultures derived from the fast-growing chicken line demonstrated a 
significantly higher (p < 0.01) number of total nuclei per plate after 
48 h than myogenic cultures derived from the slow-growing chicken line. 
However, primary myogenic cell cultures contain a mixture of myogenic 
cells and fibroblasts. In order to insure that the difference in total 
number of nuclei was not due solely to rapidly dividing fibroblasts 
present in fast myogenic cultures, pure fibroblast cultures were derived 
from fast- and slow-growing chick embryo skin as described in Materials 
and Methods. Total nuclei per plate were determined for fibroblast 
cultures (solid symbols. Fig. 3) at 24, 48, 72 and 96 h. Although 
fibroblast cultures derived from the fast-growing chicken line exhibited 
Figure 2. Comparison of number of fused nuclei per culture plate as a 
function of time in culture for myogenic cultures derived 
from animals with different growth rates iji vivo 
Myogenic cultures derived from fast-growing (o O) and 
slow-growing (A A) chicken lines were Giemsa-stained and 
the nuclei were counted as described in the Materials and 
Methods. Ten random fields were counted per plate. Nuclei 
were scored as fused nuclei if contained within the membrane 
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Figure 3. Comparison of number of nuclei per culture plate as a 
function of time in culture for myogenic and fibroblast 
cultures derived from animals with different growth rates 
in vivo 
Cell replication rates for myogenic cultures (O 0^ fast; 
A A, slow) and fibroblast cultures (# slow; • •, 
fast) derived from fast-growing and slow-growing chicken 
lines were determined by counting the number of nuclei per 
plate in Giemsa-stained cultures as described in the 
Materials and Methods. 
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a slightly faster growth rate (as determined by total nuclei per plate 
versus time) than fibroblast cultures derived from the slow-growing 
chicken line, this difference was much smaller (not significant at the 
p <0.01 level) than that seen in the myogenic cell cultures. Thus, the 
difference in growth rate observed in the muscle cultures was primarily 
due to the activity of myogenic cells. 
A comparison of accumulation of protein per nucleus as a function 
of time in culture for myogenic cultures from fast- and slow-growing 
chicken lines is shown in Fig. 4 (open symbols). The comparison of 
protein accumulation in fast and slow muscle cultures (open symbols. 
Fig. 4) was expressed on the basis of protein per nucleus (mg protein 
per plate/total number of nuclei per plate) rather than as protein per 
plate because the fast cultures tended to have higher cell densities 
per plate than the slow cultures (Fig. 3). Thus, expressing protein 
accumulation as protein per plate would have reflected both protein 
accumulation per cell and cell proliferation. As shown in Fig. 4 (open 
symbols), both fast and slow myogenic cultures demonstrated marked 
increases in mg protein per nucleus with time, with the largest increase 
in protein accumulation occurring between 24 and 48 h. The 24 to 48 h 
time span corresponds to the period of greatest fusion activity (Fig. 1). 
The amount of protein per nucleus in both fast and slow cultures leveled 
off between 48 and 72 h in culture, but increased markedly between 72 
and 96 h in culture. A significant difference was observed in cell 
size between fast and slow myogenic cultures, as reflected by the 
protein content per nucleus, at 24, 48 and 72 h in culture. Myogenic 
Figure 4. Comparison of amount of protein per nucleus as a function of 
time in culture for myogenic and fibroblast cultures derived 
from animals with different growth rates ^  vivo 
Protein content per nucleus during differentiation for fast 
(o o) and slow (A ÙD myogenic cultures was compared with 
protein content per nucleus for fibroblasts derived from 
fast- (• •) and slow- (A A) growing chicken lines. The 
number of nuclei and the protein concentrations were deter­
mined as described in the Materials and Methods. 
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cultures derived from the fast-growing line accumulated significantly 
(p < 0.01) more protein per nucleus at these time points. The differ­
ence in protein accumulation between fast and slow cultures was not 
significant at 96 h. The differences observed between the fast and 
slow myogenic cultures in Fig. 4 (open symbols) at 24, 48 and 72 h were 
not due to fibroblast contamination of myogenic cultures because no 
significant differences were observed in protein accumulation per 
nucleus in pure fibroblast cultures (solid symbols. Fig. 4) derived 
from fast- and slow-growing chicken lines. 
Intrinsic differences between these two types (fast and slow) of 
myogenic cultures were further examined by monitoring their response 
to insulin added to the culture media. Protein content and percent 
fusion were determined on 24 and 72 h cultures that had been plated and 
grown in media containing selected levels of added insulin. Data shown 
in Figs. 5 and 6 represent the average of two experiments, each done in 
triplicate. 
A comparison of the effects of adding different levels of insulin 
on protein accumulation in myogenic cultures derived from fast- and 
slow-growing chicken lines is shown in Fig. 5. Values are expressed as 
a percent of protein content obtained from control culture plates grown 
in complete medium without added insulin (i.e., protein content per 
plate grown in insulin-enriched medium/protein content per plate grown 
in complete medium x 100) . Determination of the protein content of 
cultures grown in insulin-enriched media demonstrated that, after 24 h 
(open symbols, Fig. 5) both the fast and slow cultures accumulated the 
Figure 5. Comparison of effects of added insulin levels on protein 
accumulation in myogenic cultures derived from fast- and 
slow-growing chicken lines 
Protein accumulation, determined as rag protein per culture 
plate, was measured in embryonic chick skeletal muscle 
cultures that had been exposed to different levels of 
added insulin for 24 h (O O , fast; à A, slow) and 
72 h (# #, fast; A A, slow). Protein concentrations 
were determined as described in the Materials and Methods. 
All values are expressed as a percent of control protein 
obtained from cultures receiving no added insulin. The 
magnitude of the control values were similar to results 
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-9 greatest amount of protein when grown in media containing 10 M added 
insulin (rw physiological level). The response to insulin was signif­
icantly (p < 0.01) greater at all insulin concentrations in the fast 
cultures (open circles) at 24 h. After 24 h in culture, the fast 
-10 -9 -8 -7 -6 
cultures grown in media containing 10 , 10 , 10 , 10 and 10 M 
added insulin all demonstrated an increase (significant at p < 0.01) 
in protein accumulation in comparison to fast cultures grown in complete 
medium without added insulin. After 24 h in culture, the slow cultures 
(open triangles) grown in media containing 10 M and 10 ^ M added 
insulin demonstrated an increase in protein accumulation in comparison 
to slow cultures grown in complete medium without added insulin. The 
low values obtained for slow cultures at the 10 M added insulin level 
are difficult to interpret, but similar results were obtained in two 
separate experiments. In cultures harvested after 72 h in culture 
(solid symbols, Fig. 5), the effect of insulin on protein accumulation 
was greatest at 10 ^ M added insulin. No significant difference 
(p <0.01) was seen in response to added insulin between the fast and 
slow cultures after 72 h in culture. 
A comparison of the effects of adding different levels of insulin 
on the percent fusion in myogenic cultures derived from fast- and slow-
growing chicken lines after 24 and 72 h in culture is shown in Fig. 6. 
Both fast and slow cultures grown in all tested levels of insulin-
enriched media and harvested after 24 h (open symbols) in culture 
demonstrated significant increases (p <0.01) in percent fusion in 
comparison to control cultures (represented by 100% value) grown in 
Figure 6. Comparison of effects of insulin levels on the percent 
fusion in myogenic cultures derived from fast- and slow-
growing chicken lines 
The percent fusion in embryonic chick skeletal muscle 
cultures after 24 h (o O, fast; A A, slow) and 72 h 
(# #, fast; A A, slow) incubation with different 
concentrations of added insulin was measured. The percent 
fusion values were determined on Giemsa-stained plates as 
described in the Materials and Methods. Nuclei were scored 
as fused if contained within the membrane of a cell con­
taining at least three nuclei. All values are expressed 
as a percent of control percent fusion obtained from 
cultures receiving no added insulin. Percent fusion values 
for controls were 30% and 70% for 24 and 72 h fast cultures 
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complete medium without added insulin. The maximum response in both 
fast and slow cultures was obtained in cultures grown in media contain­
ing 10 M added bovine insulin. As with the comparison of increase 
in protein accumulation in response to insulin after 24 h in culture 
(Fig. 5), the fast cultures showed a significantly larger response 
(p <0.01 at 10 M) in percent fusion than slow cultures grown under 
the same conditions. In both fast and slow cultures harvested after 
72 h (solid symbols) in culture, no significant effect of insulin on 
percent fusion was seen, suggesting that insulin speeds differentiation 
(as reflected by fusion rate) of presumptive myoblasts, but does not 
affect the total number of cells capable of fusion. 
Because the two types of cultures demonstrated a differential 
response to addition of insulin to the culture medium, an attempt was 
made to quantitate the binding of insulin to the cultured cells. The 
125 
amount of [ Ij-insulin bound to cultured myogenic cells derived from 
chickens with different growth potentials is shown in Table 1. Because 
these experiments were done on cultures that had not been grown in 
insulin-enriched complete media, no difference was seen in percent 
fusion in agreement with results shown in Fig. 1. The growth curves 
for the fast and slow cultures, as expressed by number of nuclei per 
plate, were different (fast cultures demonstrated a faster replication 
rate than slow cultures) in agreement with Fig. 3. Comparison of the 
amount of insulin bound by fast and slow cultures at 24, 48 and 72 h 
revealed that there were no significant differences in insulin binding 
per nucleus between 48 h slow, 72 h slow, 24 h fast, 48 h fast and 
125 
Table 1. Amount of [ I]-insulin bound to cultured myogenic cells derived from chickens with 
different growth rates ^  vivo 
Growth rate 
in vivo 
Time (h) in 
culture 
Molecules of insulin 
per nucleus^ % fusion^ 
Nuclei per ^ 
plate X 10"G d n 
Slow 24 590 + 64® 24 + 0.7® 1.6 + 0.28® 12 
Slow 48 350 + 57 57 + 3.0 2.1 + 0.45 11 
Slow 72 320 + 83 68 + 3.4 4.8 + 0.53 7 
Fast 24 310 + 35 29 + 3.4 1.6 + 0.32 10 
Fast 48 390 + 74 59 + 2.1 2.8 + 0.46 8 
Fast 72 410 + 90 69 + 2.4 5.2 + 0.58 6 
a 125 
Binding of [ I]-insulin was determined by the method described by Nissen et al. (1983). 
b c 
' Percent fusion and nuclei per plate were determined on Giemsa-stained cultures. Ten random 
fields were counted per plate. Nuclei were scored as fused if contained within the membrane of a 
cell containing at least three nuclei. 
^Values for n represent number of separate experiments done in triplicate. 
Values stated are mean values + standard error of the means. 
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72 h fast cultures. The amount of insulin bound per nucleus by slow 
cultures at 24 h was significantly higher, approximately twice as high 
(p < 0.01), than insulin binding observed in 24 h fast, 48 h fast, 72 h 
fast, 48 h slow and 72 h slow cultures. No attempt was made to determine 
the binding constant for insulin in either type of culture. 
B. Appearance, Localization and Rate of Accumulation 
of Nebulin in Myogenesis 
Electron microscope examination of 72 and 96 h muscle cultures 
(Fig. 7) revealed the existence of two broad transverse lines in the 
I band located parallel to and on either side of the Z-line. The 
appearance of N-line-like structures in myotubes, which are synthesizing 
and assembling myofibrils, suggested that the protein component(s) of 
the N-line, such as nebulin, may be present and incorporated into the 
myofibril early in the sequence of myofibrillogenesis. On the basis of 
this initial observation, experiments were done to determine when nebulin 
was first synthesized, its pattern of localization and its rate of 
accumulation during myogenesis. 
Nebulin was isolated from the SDS-extract of adult chicken breast 
muscle myofibrils by agarose gel filtration column chromatography in 
the presence of SDS as described in the Materials and Methods. A 
typical column elution profile is shown in Fig. 8. The elution profile 
was similar to that obtained by Wang et al. (1979) for isolation of 
purified chicken breast muscle tltin and nebulin [Wang et al. (1979) 
originally referred to nebulin as band Sj. Wang et al. (1979) 
demonstrated that titin appeared in the first peak after the void 
Figure 7. Electron micrographs of differentiating chick skeletal 
muscle cells in culture 
Electron micrographs of fixed and sectioned myogenic cells 
derived from 12 day old chick embryos revealed N2-line-like 
structures after either 72 h (a) or 96 h (b) in culture. 
The N2-line-like structures (arrows) are located in the 
I band on either side and parallel to the Z-line (Z) in 
the newly assembled myofibrils. Bars represent 1.0 /im. 

Figure 8. Purification of titin and nebulin from adult chicken 
skeletal muscle myofibrils by gel filtration in the 
presence of SDS 
Freshly prepared chicken breast myofibrils were solubilized 
in 0.2 M Tris-HCl, 10 mM EDTA, 10% (w/v) SDS, 1 mM PMSF, 
pH 8.0, as described by Wang et al. (1979). The SDS-
extract was centrifuged at 89,000 x g for 1 h and the 
supernatant containing 200 mg protein was loaded onto a 
Bio-Gel A-50 column (2.5 x 90 cm) previously equilibrated 
with elution buffer [0.1 M Tris-glycine, 5 mM EDTA, 0.1% 
(w/v) SDS, 0.5 mM DTT, pH 8.8]. Four and one-half ml 
fractions were collected at a rate of 15 ml/h and analyzed 
for protein by absorbance at 280 nm. The inset shows a 
3^5% SDS-polyacrylamide gel of the indicated,fractions 
(arrows) of purified titin (I) and nebulin (Ila) and a 4% 
SDS-polyacrylamide gel, with a 3% SDS-polyacrylamide stack, 
of nebulin (lib) . Fifty >tl of the appropriate fractions 
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volume in their column elution profile and that nebulin appeared in a 
shoulder on the descending edge of this peak. Myosin heavy chains and 
other myofibrillar proteins were eluted in a broad asymmetrical second 
peak. In the column elution profile shown (Fig. 8), titin also was 
present and recovered (Lane I in inset to Fig. 8) from the first peak 
after the void volume. Nebulin was eluted either as a shoulder on the 
descending edge of the titin peak or as a smaller peak immediately 
after the titin peak as shown in Fig. 8. Because of the unusually 
large size of titin (mw-l x 10^), high-porosity SDS-polyacrylamide 
gels were necessary for electrophoretic analysis. With these high-
porosity gels (3.5% SDS-polyacrylamide gel), it was difficult to obtain 
crisp-appearing nebulin bands (Lane Ila in Fig. 8). Thus, the nebulin 
samples also were electrophoretically analyzed on slightly higher 
percentage SDS-polyacrylamide gels (4% SDS-polyacrylamide gel) with a 
3% SDS-polyacrylamide stacking gel (Lane lib in Fig. 8). The nebulin 
migrated in the latter electrophoretic system as a much sharper band. 
The chicken skeletal muscle nebulin prepared herein also consistently 
migrated in electrophoretic systems with a slightly faster mobility than 
the rabbit skeletal muscle nebulin supplied by Dr. Kuan Wang, indicating 
it was approximately 20,000 daltons smaller. 
The amino acid composition of chromatographically-purified adult 
chicken skeletal muscle nebulin (Tablé 2) was compared with that of Dr. 
Kuan Wang's (University of Texas at Austin, personal communication) chro-
matographically-purified rabbit nebulin and with that of band 3 (nebulin) 
isolated chromatographically (using the procedure of Wang et al., 1979) 
Table 2. Amino acid analysis of chicken skeletal nebulin^  
Amino Chicken skeletal^  Rabbit skeletal^  Band 3^ 
acid nebulin nebulin protein 
Cys 1.3 + 0.1 0.5 0.8 
Asp 9.4 + 0.3 12.1 11.1 
Thr 6.4 + 0.2 5.5 7.0 
Ser 6.9 + 0.5 7.5 6.2 
Glu 11.1 + 0.2 13.6 12.8 
Pro 6.0 + 0.4 5.9 3.0 
Gly 6.9 + 0.3 5.6 5.2 
Ala 6.5 + 0.2 7.6 7.6 
Val 7.2 + 0.4 4.8 8.2 
Met 2.0 + 0.2 1.5 0.7 
lie 5.3 + 0.2 3.4 6.1 
Leu 6.8 + 0.7 6.8 7.9 
Tyr 4.1 + 0.1 4.1 1.5 
Phe 2.5 + 0.1 2.3 2.7 
Lys 8.8 + 0.1 11.3 11.0 
His 2.7 + 0.2 3.3 2.8 
Arg 5.1 + 0.1 4.1 5.4 
Trp 1.3 + 0.1 nd® nd® 
A^ll values are expressed as mole percent. 
^Data are means of analyses from three separate preparations of chromatographically-purified 
nebulin, plus or minus standard error of the mean. 
F^rom Wang, K., University of Texas at Austin, personal communication. 
F^rom Maruyama et al., 1981. 
^nd = not determined. 
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from chicken skeletal myofibrils (Maruyama et al., 1981). First, as 
shown in Table 2, there are several large unexplained differences 
(e.g., residues of pro, val, met, ile and tyr) between amino acid 
compositions of rabbit nebulin as determined by Wang and the chicken 
nebulin reported by Maruyama et al. (1981). Second, the amino acid 
composition of my nebulin preparation was not sufficiently similar 
enough to either of their analyses [it seemingly was somewhat more in 
agreement with the analysis of Maruyama et al. (1981)J to use it as 
unambiguous evidence that the protein I had isolated was nebulin. 
Thus, the question of similarity of my protein with that of the nebulin 
discovered by Wang and associates (Wang and Williamson, 1980; Wang, 
1981; Wang and Ramirez-Mitchell, 1983) was addressed from an 
immunological standpoint. 
Because of the equivocal interpretation of amino acid analysis 
and because much of the data in this study were based on immunological 
methods, it was important to characterize the specificity of the 
antiserum produced against my nebulin. The antiserum produced was 
characterized by both immunoprecipitation analysis and by immunoauto-
radiography. Immunoprecipitation analysis of antiserum prepared against 
chicken skeletal muscle nebulin is shown in Fig. 9. The antiserum 
prepared against electrophoretically-purified chicken skeletal muscle 
nebulin did not precipitate (cross-react with) column-purified chicken 
skeletal muscle titin (• •) , but did precipitate column-purified 
chicken skeletal muscle nebulin (o o). Nebulin antiserum incubated 
with BSA (• •) and pre-immune serum incubated with nebulin (A Â) 
Figure 9. Immunoprecipitation analysis of antiserum prepared against 
chicken skeletal muscle nebulin 
As described in the Materials and Methods, selected amounts 
of chromatographically-purified chicken skeletal nebulin 
(o o), chromatographically-purified chicken skeletal 
titin (• •) and BSA (• #) were mixed with nebulin 
antiserum and incubated overnight at 25° C. Precipitates 
were then collected by centrifugation, resuspended in 
0.1 M NaOH, and analyzed for amount of protein as described 
in the Materials and Methods. As a control, the same 
procedure was followed using nebulin and pre-immune serum 
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were Included as controls to establish the "working" baseline. As 
stated in the Materials and Methods, an additional control, nebulin 
antiserum without protein, also was run. The value obtained (0.20 mg 
protein precipitated) was at the working baseline. 
Characterization of antiserum prepared against chicken skeletal 
muscle nebulin by autoradiography of low percent SDS-polyacrylamide 
gels using -protein A is shown in Fig. 10. Immunoautoradiographs 
of purified rabbit skeletal muscle titin (refer to lanes a and c), 
rabbit skeletal muscle nebulin (refer to lanes b and d), adult chicken 
skeletal myofibrils (refer to lanes e and g) and purified chicken 
skeletal muscle nebulin (refer to lanes f and h) prepared using nebulin 
antiserum demonstrated that nebulin antiserum recognized purified rabbit 
skeletal nebulin (kindly provided by Dr. Kuan Wang, University of Texas 
at Austin), nebulin contained in adult chicken skeletal myofibrils and 
purified chicken skeletal nebulin, but did not cross-react with purified 
rabbit skeletal titin (also provided by Dr. Kuan Wang) or other 
myofibrillar proteins with large subunit molecular weights. That 
the nebulin antiserum prepared against electrophoretically-purified 
chicken skeletal nebulin cross-reacted with the sample of chromatically-
purified rabbit skeletal nebulin supplied by Dr. Kuan Wang (the dis­
coverer of nebulin) substantiated that my protein was in fact nebulin. 
Because proteins with subunit molecular weights of less than 
rw 100,000 migrated with the dye-front or off the gel on low percent 
SDS-polyacrylamide gels and, thus, were not detectable, autoradiography 
also was performed with higher percent SDS-polyacrylamide gels to 
Figure 10. Characterization of antiserum prepared against chicken 
skeletal muscle nebulln by autoradiography of low 
percent SDS-polyacrylamide gels using[125i]_protein A 
For autoradiography, chromatographically-purifled rabbit 
titin (a), chromatographically-purifled rabbit nebulln 
(b), adult chicken skeletal myofibrils (e) and 
chromatographically-purifled chicken skeletal nebulln 
(f) were electrophoresed by the procedure of Laemmli 
(1970) using 3.5% SDS-polyacrylamide gels (a, b) and 4% 
SDS-polyacrylamide gels with 3% polyacrylamide stacking 
gels (e, f). Lanes c, d, g and h represent auto-
radiographs of nitrocellulose blots of gels identical 
to a, b, e and f, respectively, that had been incubated 
with nebulln antiserum followed by[125l]-proteln A. 
Rabbit titin and nebulln were provided by Dr. Kuan Wang, 
University of Texas at Austin. 
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determine if the nebulin antiserum reacted with proteins smaller than 
100,000 daltons. Characterization of antiserum prepared against chicken 
skeletal muscle nebulin by autoradiography of 7% SDS-polyacrylamide 
125 
gels with 4% SDS-polyacrylamide stacking gels using [ IJ-protein A 
is shown in Fig. 11. Samples of whole 96 h chick skeletal muscle 
culture homogenate (refer to lanes a and d), purified chicken skeletal 
nebulin (refer to lanes b and e) and adult chicken skeletal myofibrils 
(refer to lanes c and f) were electrophoresed by the procedure of 
Laemmli (1970). In such a system, nebulin does not enter the 7% SDS-
polyacrylamide gel, but remains in the stacking gel. Immunoautoradi-
ography using nebulin antiserum performed on these samples demonstrated 
the nebulin antiserum bound to nebulin in the stacking gel, but not to 
any low subunit molecular weight (raw < 100,000) proteins. 
Localization by indirect immunofluorescence of nebulin in adult 
chicken, bovine and porcine skeletal myofibrils and in a cryostat 
section of bovine skeletal muscle tissue is shown in Fig. 12. Pre-
immune serum did not demonstrate any specific labeling (Fig. 12a and 
b). Indirect immunofluorescence labeling using nebulin antiserum on 
adult chicken myofibrils (Fig. 12c and d) exhibited a band of 
fluorescence in the I band parallel to and on either side of the Z-
line. In order to be certain that the fluorescent bands observed were 
in the I bands and not overlapping into the edges of adjacent A bands, 
bovine (Fig. 12e and f) and porcine (Fig. 12g and h) myofibrils were 
prepared from muscle samples that had been stretched pre-rigor in order 
to increase the I band and sarcomere lengths. The labeling patterns 
Figure 11. Characterization of antiserum prepared against chicken 
skeletal muscle nebulin by autoradiography of high 
percent SDS-polyacrylamide gels using [125l]-protein A 
Because proteins with subunit molecular weights of less 
than **100,000 are not detectable on low percent SDS-
polyacrylamide gels, such as those shown in Fig. 10, 
samples of whole 96 h chick skeletal muscle culture 
homogenate (a), chromatographically-purified chicken 
skeletal nebulin (b) and adult chicken skeletal myofibrils 
(c) were electrophoresed by the procedure of Laemmli 
(1970) using 7% SDS-polyacrylamide gels with 4% poly-
acrylamide stacking gels. In such a system, nebulin 
does not enter the 7% SDS-polyacrylamide gel, but 
remains in the stacking gel. Lanes d, e and f represent 
audioradiographs of nitrocellulose blots of gels identical 
to a, b, and c, respectively, that had been incubated 
with nebulin antiserum followed by[125l]-protein A. 
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Figure 12. Indirect immunofluorescence localization of nebulin in 
adult chicken, bovine and porcine skeletal myofibrils and 
in a cryostat section of bovine skeletal muscle 
a and b. Phase contrast and fluorescence micrographs, 
respectively, of adult chicken mixed thigh muscle 
myofibrils treated with pre-immune serum. Arrow points 
to Z-line. 
c and d. Phase contrast and fluorescence micrographs, 
respectively, of adult chicken mixed thigh myofibrils 
treated with nebulin antiserum. Arrows point to same 
Z-line. 
e and f. Phase contrast and fluorescence micrographs, 
respectively, of adult bovine longissimus dorsi myofibrils 
treated with nebulin antiserum. The myofibrils were 
prepared from muscle samples that had been stretched 
pre-rigor in order to increase the sarcomere length. 
Arrows point to same Z-line. 
g and h. Phase contrast and fluorescence micrographs, 
respectively, of adult porcine longissimus dorsi myofibrils 
treated with nebulin antiserum. The myofibrils were 
prepared from muscle samples that had been stretched pre-
rigor in order to increase the sarcomere length. Arrows 
point to same Z-line. 
i and j. Phase contrast and fluorescence micrographs, 
respectively, of cryostat section of stretched adult bovine 
sternomandlbularis muscle treated with nebulin antiserum. 
Arrows point to same Z-line. 





obtained showed that the antibodies were labeling I band structures. 
This result was also confirmed by examining the nebulin staining pattern 
in cryostat sections of highly stretched pre-rigor bovine muscle 
(Fig. 12i and j). The staining patterns shown in Fig. 12 appeared 
similar to those observed by Wang and Williamson (1980) using anti­
serum prepared against rabbit nebulin in their laboratory. The staining 
patterns in my study and in theirs correspond to the location of the 
N-lines in the myofibril. 
Indirect immunofluorescence localization of nebulin in differentiat­
ing chick primary skeletal muscle cell cultures is shown in Fig. 13. 
Immunofluorescence staining of 24 h cultures (Fig. 13a and b) revealed 
no staining in some cells (for example, cells seen in upper left of 
Fig. 13a). Other cells in the same field revealed a light diffuse 
staining pattern (Fig. 13a and b). Elongated bipolar cells and 
multinucleated myotubes in 48 h muscle cultures (Fig. 13c and d) 
exhibited a filamentous (myofibrillar-like) fluorescence pattern that 
ran parallel to the long axis of each cell. This fluorescence pattern 
was not continuous but rather appeared punctate or periodic. In both 
72 (Fig. 13e and f) and 96 h (Fig. 13g and h) muscle cultures, the 
fluorescence labeling pattern observed was similar to that seen in 
indirect immunofluorescence staining using nebulin antiserum on adult 
skeletal myofibrils (Fig. 12). 
To determine if the appearance of N-lines (or nebulin-containing 
structures) was correlated with fusion, myogenic cultures were treated 
with EGTA-containing medium, as described in the Materials and Methods, 
Figure 13. Indirect immunofluorescence localization of nebulin in 
differentiating chick skeletal muscle cell cultures 
Myogenic cells derived from 12 day chick embryos were 
cultured on vitrogen-coated Falcon plates, and processed 
for immunofluorescence using nebulin antiserum at 24 
(a and b), 48 (c and d), 72 (e and f) and 96 h (g and h). 
Phase contrast micrographs (a, c, e and g) are seen on 
the left and the corresponding paired fluorescence 
micrographs (b, d, f and h) are seen on the right. 
Bars represent 20 /im. 
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to block fusion and then examined by indirect immunofluorescence. The 
localization of nebulln in 72 h cultures in which fusion had been 
blocked exhibited a staining pattern (Fig. 14a and b) similar to that 
seen in 24 h muscle cultures grown in complete medium without EGTA 
(Fig. 13a and b). The nature of the intense fluorescent spots present 
in Fig. 14b was not clear because they did not appear to be cellular 
in nature. Distinct periodic (myofibrillar-like) localization of nebulin 
was seen in myotubes two h after EGTA-medium was replaced with complete 
medium (Fig. 14c and d) to release the fusion block. A nebulin localiza­
tion pattern quite similar to the immunofluorescence staining pattern 
obtained with nebulin antiserum on adult myofibrils was observed six h 
after EGTA-medium had been replaced (Fig. 14e and f). 
In all cultures examined, there were some cells which did not bind 
nebulin antiserum. Because fibroblasts are the major contaminating 
cell type in primary muscle cultures, pure fibroblast cultures were 
processed for immunofluorescence staining using nebulin antiserum to 
determine if fibroblasts exhibited nebulin localization (Fig. 15). 
Fluorescence staining was not detected in any of the fibroblasts after 
incubation with nebulin antiserum, which suggested that at least some 
of the non-fluorescent cells observed in myogenic cultures were 
fibroblasts. 
Preliminary studies using nebulin antiserum to examine the localiza­
tion of nebulin in embryonic chick heart cell cultures were also done 
and the results are shown in Fig. 16. Immunofluorescence staining of 
96 h heart cell cultures, which contained both undifferentiated and 
Figure 14. Indirect immunofluorescence localization of nebulin in 
fusion-blocked and fusion-released chick skeletal muscle 
cultures 
Myogenic cells derived from 12 day chick embryos were 
treated with EGTA-containing medium to block fusion and 
then stained for immunofluorescence using nebulin anti­
serum at selected times after addition of normal complete 
serum. Muscle cultures (72 h) in which fusion was blocked 
by addition of EGTA are shown in a and b. Muscle cultures 
(74 h) in which fusion was blocked by EGTA-medium for 72 
h and then were permitted tq undergo fusion by replacement 
of EGTA medium with normal complete medium for two h are 
shown in c and d. Muscle cultures (78 h) in which fusion 
was blocked for 72 h with EGTA-medium and then permitted 
to undergo fusion by replacement of EGTA medium with 
normal complete medium for six h are shown in e and f. 
Phase contrast micrographs (a, c and e) are on the left 
and the corresponding paired fluorescence micrographs 
(b, d and f) are on the right. Bars represent 20 ^ m. 

Figure 15. Indirect immunofluorescence localization of nebulin in 
chick fibroblast cells 
Pure fibroblast cultures were prepared from 12 day chick 
embryos as described in the Materials and Methods. The 
cells were examined by indirect immunofluorescence 
microscopy at one week in culture. A paired set of 
phase-contrast (a) and fluorescence (b) micrographs are 
shown. None of the cells gave a positive stain for 
nebulin. The bar represents 20 /tm. 
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Figure 16. Indirect immunofluorescence localization of nebulin in 
muscle cell cultures derived from embryonic chick heart 
Heart cells from 12 day chick embryo were disassociated 
by trypsin digestion, grown on glass cover slips, and 
processed for Immunofluorescence using nebulin antiserum. 
After 96 h in culture, several staining patterns were 
observed. Some cells which appeared to be in early 
stages of differentiation displayed rather diffuse 
fluorescence (a and b). In somewhat more organized 
appearing cells periodic fluorescence staining was seen 
on myofibrlllar-llke structures and Intense fluorescence 
was seen near the membranes of adjoining cells (c and d). 
The staining pattern in some cells suggested they were 
packed with myofibrils that seemingly had not yet aligned 
(e and f). In cells having organized and aligned 
myofibrils, a staining pattern similar to that observed 
in 72 and 96 h skeletal muscle cultures was seen. Phase 
contrast micrographs (a, c, e and g) are on the left and 
the corresponding paired fluorescence micrographs (b, d, 




differentiated myogenic cells, demonstrated a variety of staining 
patterns. Some cells, in which myofibrils could not clearly be 
distinguished under the light microscope, displayed rather diffuse 
fluorescence (Fig. 16a and b). In cells that appeared to be in a 
somewhat more organized stage of differentiation (i.e., contained some 
myofibrillar-like structures), periodic fluorescent staining was seen 
on the myofibrillar-like structures (Fig. 16c and d). In addition, 
intense fluorescence was seen at the membranes of adjoining cells 
(Fig. 16c and d). The staining pattern seen in some cells suggested 
they were packed with myofibrils that seemingly had not yet aligned 
(Fig. 16e and f). In cells having myofibrils that extended the length 
of the cell, a staining pattern similar to that observed in 72 and 96 h 
skeletal muscle cultures was seen (Fig. 16g and h). 
Because the banding pattern (i.e., A band, I band, Z-line, etc.) of 
the myofibrillar-like structures seen in cultured cardiac cells (Fig. 16) 
was not readily evident in phase contrast micrographs, it was necessary 
to demonstrate that the nebulin antiserum was decorating filaments 
containing other myofibrillar proteins. To approach this problem, 
cultured cardiac cells were double labeled via indirect immunofluorescence 
using nebulin antiserum and fluorescently-labeled phallacidin (NBD-
phallacidin), which binds to filamentous actin (Fig. 17). The 96 h 
chick cardiac cell cultures contained cells in different stages of 
differentiation and structural organization as shown in Fig. 17. The 
cells shown in Fig. 17a demonstrated strong fluorescence labeling for 
both nebulin (Fig. 17b) and actin (Fig. 17c) near adjoining cell 
Figure 17. Localization of actin and nebulin in muscle cell cultures derived from 12 day old 
embryonic chick heart 
Chick heart cell cultures contained cardiac cells in different stages of differentiation 
and structural organization. Phase contrast micrographs of three typical cardiac cell 
morphologies are shown in a, d and g. Double fluorescence labeling of cultured cardiac 
cells was performed using nebulin antiserum (b, e, h) for indirect immunofluorescence 
localization of nebulin and NBD-phallacidin (c, f, i), which binds to F-actin, for 
fluorescence localization of actin as described in the Materials and Methods. Bars 




membranes as well as general fluorescence for both proteins throughout 
much of the cells. The intense labeling at the cell junction is similar 
to the nebulin localization pattern in the cardiac cells shown in 
Fig. 16 (c and d). Both nebulin (Fig. 17e) and actin (Fig. 17f) 
localization in the cell shown in Fig. 17d suggested that the cell was 
packed with myofibrils which had not yet aligned. The pattern of 
localization for both actin and nebulin was similar to that seen for 
nebulin in the cardiac cells shown in Fig. 16 (e and f). Phallacidin 
does not differentiate between non-muscle and muscle actins (Barak 
and Yocum, 1981). There were some filamentous structures at the periphery 
of some cells, such as those seen in the lower right hand corner of 
Fig. 17f, which stained for actin but not for nebulin. Identification 
of the nature of these filaments was not possible, but their location 
and appearance suggested that they were stress fiber-like structures 
(Feramisco and Blose, 1980). In yet other cardiac cells (Fig. 17g), 
both nebulin (Fig. 17h) and actin (Fig. 17i) localization patterns 
appeared as regularly repeating bands of fluorescence that extended 
the length of the cardiac cell. The latter patterns were similar to 
the nebulin localization pattern seen in the cultured cardiac cells 
shown in Fig. 16g and h. 
The localization studies just described demonstrated that nebulin 
appeared early in myogenesis and was incorporated into myofibrils 
early in myofibrillogenesis. To determine if nebulin was accumulated 
during differentiation at a rate similar to rates known for other 
myofibrillar proteins, nebulin accumulation was quantitated in 
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35 differentiating skeletal muscle cultures labeled with [ S]-methionine. 
As shown in Fig. 18a, the percentage of total counts added that were 
incorporated (a reflection of protein synthesis) Increased steadily with 
culture age. Percent incorporation of added counts (Fig. 18a) and 
nebulin accumulation (Fig. 18b), as measured by the percent of total 
counts added that were precipitated by nebulin IgG fraction (prepared 
as described in the Materials and Methods), increased at about the 
same proportional rate between 24 and 48 h in culture. During this 
same period, percent fusion increased from 13 to 45% (Fig. 18c). 
Between 48 and 72 h in culture, the rates of fusion (Fig. 18c), 
nebulin accumulation (Fig. 18b) and total protein accumulation (Fig. 18d) 
all slowed. The rate of Increase for these three measures accelerated 
again between 72 and 96 h in culture. After 24 h in culture, nebulin 
accounted for ^ 7^% of the total protein labeled (calculated by dividing 
the values in Fig. 18b by the values in Fig. 18a), 8% after 48 h and 
^6% after 72 and 96 h. 
Since the validity of the studies shown in Fig. 18 was based on 
nebulin antibodies recognizing only nebulin, it was necessary to 
demonstrate that the nebulin IgG fraction precipitated only nebulin 
35 from whole [ S]-labeled culture homogenates. This evidence is shown 
in Fig. 19. Autoradiographs of whole [ S]-labeled culture homogenates 
(Fig. 19a), pellet precipitated from [^ s^]-labeled culture homogenate 
by nebulin IgG (Fig. 19b) and proteins not precipitated by nebulin IgG 
(Fig. 19c) demonstrated that nebulin IgG only binds nebulin. 
Figure 18. Rate of nebulin accumulation in cultured chick skeletal 
muscle cells 
Radioactively labeled muscle cell cultures were prepared 
by incubation in medium containing [^ S^]-methionine as 
described in the Materials and Methods. Nebulin accumula­
tion in labeled cultures was determined by immunoprecipita-
tion of nebulin with nebulin IgG fraction. 
a. Percent of total counts added to the culture that 
were incorporated. 
b. Nebulin accumulation, expressed as percent of total 
counts added that were precipitated by nebulin IgG 
fraction, as a function of time in culture. 
c. Percent fusion (calculated as number of nuclei in 
myotubes per plate/total number of nuclei per plate x 
100), a reflection of myogenic differentiation, as a 
function of time in culture. 
d. Total protein accumulation, measured as mg protein 
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Figure 19. Precipitation of [ S]-methionine labeled nebulin from 
whole chick skeletal muscle cell culture homogenates 
Nebulin was isolated from [^^S]-labeled chick muscle 
culture homogenates by immunoprecipitation with nebulin 
antiserum as described in the Materials and Methods. 
Samples of the entire culture homogenate before 
immunoprecipitation with nebulin antiserum, protein 
precipitated from the entire culture homogenate by 
nebulin antiserum and proteins not precipitated from 
the entire culture homogenate by nebulin antiserum were 
electrophoresed on 4% SDS-polyacrylamide gels with 3% 
SDS-polyacrylamide stacking gels and prepared for 
autoradiography as described in the Materials and 
Methods. 
a. Autoradiograph of [^^S]-labéled whole chick skeletal 
muscle cell culture homogenate. 
35 b. Autoradiograph of pellet precipitated from [ S]-
labeled whole chick skeletal muscle culture homogenate 
by nebulin IgG fraction. 
c. Autoradiograph of protein not precipitated by nebulin 
IgG. Arrow points to nebulin that was present in the 
whole chick skeletal muscle cell culture homogenate 




Because the previous results suggested that nebulin appears early 
in muscle differentiation and that nebulin comprises a significant 
portion of the protein accumulated in muscle cultures ^  vitro, a 
few preliminary studies were conducted to compare the ratio of titin 
plus nebulin to other myofibrillar proteins in embryonic muscle with 
the ratio in adult muscle. Because the small size of chick embryos 
made it difficult to isolate enough tissue, an initial study was done 
using embryonic porcine tissue to determine if any differences in the 
ratio of titin plus nebulin to other myofibrillar proteins could be 
detected between adult and embryonic myofibrils (Fig. 20). When the 
SDS-extract of mixed thigh myofibrils prepared from 75 day embryonic 
pig [prepared by method of Wang et al. (1979)] was loaded onto an 
agarose gel (Bio-Gel A-50 m) filtration column (2.5 x 90 cm) as 
described by Wang et al. (1979), the resulting column profile (Fig. 20) 
was different from that obtained with SDS-extracts of adult chicken, 
adult rabbit and adult bovine muscle (see Wang et al., 1979; Maruyama 
et al., 1981; Lusby et al., 1982; and Fig. 8 herein). It appeared that 
there were more titin and nebulin in comparison to other myofibrillar 
proteins, as judged by simply viewing the size of the corresponding 
peak, in the column elution profile of the embryonic pig sample. 
On the basis of this preliminary observation, gel filtration 
column profiles of the SDS-extracts of mixed thigh myofibrils prepared 
from adult chickens (Fig. 21a and c) and 20 day old chick embryos 
(the mixed thigh muscles from «« 18 embryos were pooled for each embryonic 
sample) (Fig. 21b and d) were obtained as described by Wang et al. (1979) 
Figure 20. Column profile resulting from gel filtration chromatography 
of an SDS-extract of myofibrils prepared from embryonic 
porcine skeletal muscle myofibrils 
Freshly prepared embryonic pig muscle myofibrils were 
solubilized in 0.2 M Tris-HCl, 10 mM EDTA, 10% (w/v) 
SDS, 0.1 mM PMSF, pH 8.0, as described by Wang et al. 
(1979). The SDS-extract was centrifuged at 89,000 x g 
for 1 h and an aliquot of the supernatant containing 200 mg 
protein was loaded onto a Bio-Gel A-50 m (2.5 cm x 90 cm) 
column previously equilibrated with elution buffer [0.1 M 
Tris-glycine, 5 mM EDTA, 0.1% (w/v) SDS, 0.5 mM DTT, pH 
8.8]. Four and one-half ml fractions were collected at a 
rate of 15 ml/h and analyzed for protein by absorbance at 
280 nm and by SDS-PAGE. 
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Figure 21. Comparison of column profiles resulting from gel filtra­
tion chromatography of SDS-extracts of adult chicken 
muscle and embryonic chick muscle myofibrils 
Two pairs (an adult and an embryonic sample comprising a 
pair) of experiments are shown. Freshly prepared myofibrils 
from adult chicken breast muscle (a and c) or 20 day chick 
embryo mixed-thigh muscles (b and d) were solubilized in 
0.2 M Tris-HCl, 10 mM EDTA, 10% (w/v) SDS and 0.1 mM PMSF, 
pH 8.0, as described by Wang et al. (1979). Each SDS-
extract was centrifuged at 89,000 x g for 1 h and an 
aliquot of the supernatant containing 200 mg protein was 
loaded onto a Bio-Gel A-50 m column (2.5 cm x 90 cm) 
previously equilibrated with elution buffer [0.1 M Tris-
glycine, 5 mM EDTA, 0.1% (w/v) SDS, 0.5 mM DTT, pH 8.8]. 
Four and one-half ml fractions were collected at a rate 
of 15 ml/h and analyzed for protein by absorbance at 
280 nm and by SDS-PAGE. The identical gel filtration 
column was used for all four samples shown in order to 
reduce variations in column packing. As soon as one 
sample of each pair was finished, the other sample of 
the pair was loaded and eluted. For each sample the 
ratio of the first peak eluted, which contained titin 
and nebulin, to the second large peak, which contained 
the remaining myofibrillar proteins, was measured as 
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and in the Materials and Methods. The area under the two major peaks 
from each profile were determined by plotting the elution profile on a 
grid and counting the grid squares which were under each peak. The 
trailing edge of the titin/nebulin peak was extrapolated to zero 
absorbance. The average (from the two experiments) ratio of the 
titin/nebulin peak to the second peak which contained the other 
myofibrillar proteins, was approximately one to five (mean = 0.19) 
for adult myofibrils (Fig. 21a and c) and approximately two to five 
(mean = 0.46) for embryonic myofibrils (Fig. 21b and d). No attempt 
was made to measure the amount of titin to nebulin in the initial peak 
from each profile. However, examination of fractions by SDS-PAGE 
(results not shown) indicated no obvious difference in composition of 
the titin/nebulin peaks from embryonic and adult samples. These 
preliminary observations suggest that nebulin is present in significant 
amounts in embryonic muscle vitro and vivo and that the ratio 




A. Comparison of Muscle Cultures Derived from Fast- and 
Slow-Growing Chicken Lines 
There are many extrinsic factors that have been shown to influence 
muscle cell growth: examples are hormones and growth factors, nerve 
supply, nutrition and exercise. The interplay of the effects of these 
factors permits adaptability of adult muscle mass to the animal's needs 
and to the pressures its environment places upon it. Although these 
factors are extremely important in determining type and rate of muscle 
protein accumulation, it seems likely that the maximum muscle mass that 
can be expressed is a function of an inheritable differentiation program, 
one which is already coded and contained within myogenic precursor cells. 
This suggests the myogenic cells derived from faster-growing animals 
are inherently different from myogenic cells derived from slower 
growing animals of the same species. The purpose of the first major 
part of my studies was to determine if intrinsic differences in growth 
characteristics or in response to hormonal stimulation could be detected 
in myogenic cultures derived from animals with different growth rates 
in vivo. 
Previous studies have shown that primary cultures of myogenic cells 
provide a useful model system for the study of cell differentiation and 
growth (Buckingham, 1977). For the study of factors controlling muscle 
growth, models employing cultured muscle cells derived from animals 
genetically selected for different adult muscle mass provide a useful 
comparative test system. Uniform culture conditions eliminate the 
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effects of extrinsic factors and permit examination of inherent 
differences at the cellular level. Using such a system, I have shown 
that intrinsic differences do exist between myogenic cells derived 
from fast- and slow-growing lines of chickens. 
1. Differences in differentiation and growth parameters 
Although the percent fusion curves for fast and slow cultures 
derived from fast- and slow-growing chickens were similar in general, 
a comparison of the number of fused nuclei per culture versus time in 
culture demonstrated that fast cultures exhibited more fused nuclei 
after 48 h. Myogenic cultures derived from the fast-growing chicken 
line also demonstrated a significantly higher replication rate, as 
reflected by the total number of nuclei per plate with time, than 
myogenic cultures derived from the slow-growing chicken line. The 
faster replication rate and greater number of fused nuclei with time 
in culture for fast cultures suggest that the difference in final adult 
muscle mass results in part from a difference in presumptive myoblast 
replication rate. This would concur with vivo observations that 
myogenic cells from fast-growing (broiler) chicken lines proliferate 
more rapidly than myogenic cells from slow-growing (layer) chicken 
lines (Mizuno and Hikami, 1971; Burleigh, 1980) and that an increased 
number of muscle fibers account for part of the greater muscle mass in 
faster growing animals (Smith, 1963; Mizuno and Hikami, 1971; Harbison 
et al., 1976; Aberle et al., 1978; Trenkle et al., 1978). Greater 
mitotic activity of myogenic cells iji vivo should result in the 
formation of more primary fibers. In contrast to these results. 
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Orcutt and Young (1982) found that slow-growing (layer) chicken muscle 
cell cultures contained more myotube nuclei and demonstrated higher 
fusion percentages than fast-growing (broiler) chicken muscle cell 
cultures. Part of this difference may be due to the fact that in their 
study layer and broiler cultures were not grown under identical condi­
tions; medium for their layer cultures contained layer embryo extract 
while their broiler cultures were grown in broiler embryo extract. 
The results of Orcutt and Young (1982) also are more difficult than 
are mine to reconcile with observations that adult broilers (fast-
growing line) have more and larger muscle fibers than adult layers 
(slow-growing line) (Smith, 1963; Mizuno and Hikami, 1971; Aberle et al., 
1978). 
Both fast and slow cultures demonstrated a marked increase in 
protein accumulation, as expressed as mg protein per nucleus between 
24 and 48 h in culture, the time period which corresponds to the onset 
of fusion. The increase in protein accumulation during this period is 
likely related to the initiation of bulk synthesis of myofibrillar and 
other muscle specific proteins (Buckingham, 1977; Devlin and Emerson, 
1978; Ingwall, 1980). This period of rapid increase in protein 
accumulation per nucleus was followed by a leveling off of protein 
accumulation between 48 and 72 h. Although the reason for this 
leveling off phenomenon was not revealed by the experiments detailed 
herein, one can speculate that it is related to the resources of the 
myotube being focused on organization and assembly of nascent myofibrils 
rather than on synthesis of new myofibrillar protein. Myogenic cultures 
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derived from the fast-growing chicken line exhibited significantly 
greater protein content per nuclei than myogenic cultures derived from 
the slow-growing chicken line at 24, 48 and 72 h in culture. This 
suggests a faster onset of myofibrillar protein synthesis and assembly 
(i.e., stage of differentiation) in fast myogenic cells. A difference 
in cell size, as expressed by mg protein per nucleus, was still observed 
between fast and slow cultures after 96 h in culture, but the differ­
ence was not statistically significant. Again, one can speculate that 
this was because the fast and slow cultures did not reach the same 
stage of differentiation at identical times in culture, and that the 
slow cultures were perhaps "catching up" at the later time point (96 h). 
It may also be due to effects of culture conditions on the myotubes. 
Unlike myotubes vivo, which are maintained for the lifespan of the 
animal, primary muscle cultures have a lifespan of one to two weeks. 
After more than ru one week in culture, myotubes formed in primary 
myogenic cultures generally develop numerous intracellular vesicles 
of unknown nature and the cell monolayers tend to lift off the culture 
plates. Thus, it may be that some inherent differences in fast and slow 
cultures are masked by other events (e.g., "aging") that occur at the 
longer times in culture. 
The differences observed in cell size as judged by protein per 
nucleus in ray studies do correlate well with similar differences in 
cell size observed between fast- and slow-growing animals iji vivo 
(Smith, 1963; Mizuno and Hikami, 1971; Trenkle et al., 1978; Aberle 
et al., 1978) and other in vitro studies that demonstrated cultured 
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broiler (fast) muscle cells accumulated approximately 40% more protein 
per nucleus than cultured layer (slow) muscle cells after six to ten 
days in culture (Orcutt and Young, 1982). Orcutt and Young (1982) 
suggested that the difference in protein accumulation between broiler 
(fast) and layer (slow) muscle cultures was due to a difference in rate 
of protein breakdown. In my studies, protein accumulation (net result 
of protein synthesis and breakdown) was measured and no attempt was 
made to discern between effects on protein accumulation due to protein 
synthesis rates and those due to protein degradation rates. The 
correlation of differences in growth characteristics and size observed 
in vitro between cells of fast- and slow-growing animals in my studies 
with differences observed by others between these two types of animals 
in vivo suggests that differences observed ^  vivo result at least in 
part from intrinsic differences in the genetic program of the two cell 
types. 
2. Differences in insulin response and binding 
To determine if these two types of muscle cultures (fast and slow) 
also responded differently to extrinsic factors, experiments were 
initiated to determine if there was a difference in their response to 
added insulin in vitro. Insulin was used as the extrinsic variable 
because insulin receptors are present on skeletal muscle cells at all 
stages of development (Doetschman et al., 1975; Sandra and Przybylski, 
1979) and because previous studies have suggested that insulin stimulates 
myoblast fusion and activates cell division ^  vitro (de la Haba 
and Amundsen, 1972). It also has been shown that insulin at 
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superphysiological levels restores myoblast fusion in cultures grown 
in serum-free medium (Yablonka and Yaffe, 1977) and that it stimulates 
muscle cell lines to produce a greater number of myotubes (Mandel and 
Pearson, 1974). After 24 h in culture in my studies, an effect in 
fast and slow cultures on both protein accumulation and fusion levels 
was observed in response to addition of 10 and 10 ^ M concentrations 
of insulin to the complete media. These concentrations are within the 
physiological range (Florini et al., 1977). Sensitivity of muscle cell 
protein synthesis to physiological levels of insulin have been reported 
for primary cultures of both skeletal and cardiac muscle cells (Airhart 
et al., 1982). On the other hand, Florini and associates, working with 
myogenic cell lines (Ewton and Florini, 1981; Florini et al., 1977; 
Florini and Ewton, 1981) and third passage rat myogenic cultures (Ewton 
and Florini, 1981), failed to demonstrate an effect of insulin at 
physiological levels on myogenic cell proliferation when the insulin 
was added to cultures in the absence of serum. It should be pointed 
out, however, that different parameters are being examined here. 
Florini and coworkers only were looking for mitogenic effects. For 
insulin to have an effect on mitosis, it must act upon presumptive 
myoblasts because these are the only cells in the myogenic lineage 
that are capable of cell division. In my studies, the effects of 
insulin on myogenic differentiation were examined (i.e., the effects 
of insulin on fusion rate and protein accumulation). Insulin binding 
to all three myogenic cell types (presumptive myoblasts, myoblasts and 
myotubes) in my study may contribute to a change in these two parameters 
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(fusion rate and protein accumulation). A distinction also should be 
made between studies done using primary, first passage myoblasts and 
experiments done on cell lines or multiple-passage myogenic cells. 
Teng et al. (1976) have observed that in cultured fibroblasts growth 
control mechanisms differed between cell lines and primary cultures 
and that these differences affected the response of the cells to insulin. 
The results of Teng et al. (1976) suggested that cells may lose their 
ability to respond to physiological levels of insulin after multiple 
passages (cell lines) in culture. Although similar results have not 
been reported for myogenic cells, our results taken in combination with 
those of Airhart et al. (1982) and Frelin (1980) suggest that primary 
cultures provide a more suitable ^  vitro system for studies of hormone 
action on pre- and post-fusion myogenic cells. 
Another aspect of these studies that should be taken into con­
sideration is the possible interaction of insulin with serum components 
in the medium. Although Florini and coworkers did not observe an effect 
of insulin on myogenic cultures in serum-free medium (Florini et al., 
1977; Ewton and Florini, 1981), Florini and Ewton (1981) did observe 
an effect of addition of insulin at 10 ^ M when added to medium con­
taining a somatomedin analog. That finding is more comparable to my 
results, which were obtained when insulin was added to medium containing 
both serum and embryo extract. In total, it seems likely that there is 
a synergistic effect of insulin and serum components (possibly 
somatomedins) on growth and differentiation of muscle cells. 
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My results clearly demonstrate a differential effect of insulin on 
fusion rate and protein accumulation in myogenic cells derived from 
animals with different growth rates vivo after 24 h in culture. 
These results, when combined with the results of other studies described 
earlier, indicate that the myogenic cells of faster-growing animals 
1) have a faster replication rate as presumptive myoblasts, 2) accumulate 
more protein per nucleus and 3) have a greater response to growth-
promoting stimuli. These three parameters should all contribute to a 
faster growth rate in the immature animal and result in greater muscle 
mass in the adult. 
An interesting result of my study was that although a response to 
10 ^ M insulin was seen in percent fusion and protein per nucleus after 
exposure to insulin-enriched medium for 24 h, this effect was not seen 
in 72 h cultures. There are at least two plausible interpretations for 
these results; namely 1) that the major effect of insulin was on 
unfused myogenic cells, and/or 2) that longer periods of time under 
culture conditions reduces sensitivity of the cells to insulin. Another 
possibility is a greater insulinase-like activity in older cultures 
resulting in a smaller response to insulin due to loss of insulin by 
125 degradation. [ l]-Insulin degradation, determined as described in 
the Materials and Methods, tended to be higher in 72 h cultures than 
24 h cultures (for example in one series of experiments breakdown at 
24 h was 1.6% and breakdown at 72 h was 5.0%). 
The insulin receptor assays also indicated an intrinsic cellular 
difference between the two types of cultures. A significant difference 
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in binding between the two culture types was observed after 24 h. This 
result indicates that there is a difference in the number and/or type 
of insulin receptors present. Although this study was designed to 
measure total insulin binding and not differentiate between high and 
low affinity receptors, a difference in receptor type is suggested by 
the observation that fast cultures bound less insulin but demonstrated 
a larger response to the hormone. Among the possible reasons for 
difference in insulin receptors is a difference in differentiation 
stage and/or cell cycle. The faster growth rate of broiler cultures 
indicates a faster cell cycling which may affect the number of receptors 
exhibited by the cell population at any one time. The difference also 
may be related to the ratio of committed to undifferentiated cells. If 
the time table for differentiation is not the same for broiler and 
layer cells, the two culture types may be expressing different develop­
mental states in the first 24 h of culture. Nissen et al. (1983) have 
noted that as differentiation proceeds the maximum amount of insulin 
bound per nucleus decreases owing to a decrease in the number of low 
affinity receptors and to a decrease in the binding constant of high 
affinity receptors. Thus, my results could be interpreted to suggest 
that the fast cultures, after 24 h, are at a later stage of differentia­
tion; that is, at a stage more responsive to the action of insulin on 
cell proliferation. It is also possible that the receptor number and 
type expressed by broiler (fast) and layer (slow) myoblasts are 
inherently different regardless of phase of cell cycle of differentia­
tion. 
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Differences in Insulin binding are not apparent at later times in 
culture. This may be due to the effects of uniform culture conditions 
and/or completion of differentiation. Neither cell type exhibited the 
sharp increase in receptor numbers observed by Sandra and Przybylski 
(1979), who reported an increase in insulin receptor number from 500 per 
proliferating myoblast to 3,000 per cell equivalent in mature (6 day) 
myotubes in cultures derived from white leghorn chickens (layer type). 
Their study differed from mine in that a different medium with a higher 
level of horse serum was used, no mention was made of a regular frequent 
feeding schedule and cells were cultured in 10 /tm cytosine arabinoside 
after 48 h. Expression of receptors also may have been affected by 
their use of enzymatic rather than mechanical dissociation. A recent 
paper by Eden et al. (1982) indicated that treatment with collagenase 
eliminated hormonal responsiveness in adipocytes. Sensitivity to 
hormones was restored after their cells were incubated for several 
hours in the absence of collagenase. Thus, their results indicated 
that enzymatic treatment inactivated surface receptors and that before 
the cells could respond to hormones the receptors must be repaired or 
synthesized (Eden et al., 1982). 
The results summarized in this part of my dissertation reveal that, 
under uniform culture conditions, there are significant differences 
expressed by myogenic cultures derived from fast- and slow-growing 
chickens. This indicates that the growth potentials of fast- and slow-
growing animals are due at least in part to intrinsic cellular 
differences. 
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B. Appearance, Localization and Rate of Accumulation of 
Nebulin in Myogenesis 
Nebulin was first isolated by Wang et al. (1979) and since has been 
identified in skeletal and cardiac muscles of a wide range of vertebrates 
and invertebrates (Wang and Williamson, 1980; Wang, 1981; Maruyama et al., 
1981; Lusby et al., 1982). Despite evidence that nebulin is a myo­
fibrillar protein and is present in significant amounts, it has not yet 
been well-characterized. The lack of data concerning nebulin is due 
in part to the fact that it is highly insoluble in non-denaturing 
solvents, thus making its study difficult. Furthermore, the high 
subunit molecular weight of this protein («v 500,000) makes it hard to 
detect by conventional polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis systems. 
While it has been suggested that nebulin is the major component of the 
Ng-line structure in the myofibril and that the N^-line (and nebulin) 
may function in maintenance of the structural integrity of myofibrils 
(Wang and Williamson, 1980; Wang and Ramirez-Mitchell, 1983), nebulin's 
function is as yet unknown. 
The purpose of this part of my dissertation research was to 
examine the possible role and involvement of nebulin in orientation and 
maintenance of myofibrillar geometry by determining its appearance, 
localization and accumulation during muscle cell differentiation. The 
experiments were designed to determine where nebulin is located in the 
muscle cell during development and if it is synthesized and incorporated 
into the myofibril at the same time as are other major myofibrillar 
proteins. The first objective was to determine the localization/ 
organization of nebulin in differentiating cardiac and skeletal muscle 
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cell cultures. This was accomplished via indirect immunofluorescence 
localization with antiserum prepared against purified nebulin as the 
primary antibody. The second objective was to determine the rate of 
accumulation of nebulin in skeletal muscle cultures during differentia-
35 
tion. This was done by immunoprecipitation analysis of [ Sj-methionine 
labeled chicken skeletal muscle cultures and by comparison of gel 
permeation column profiles resulting from chromatography of adult and 
embryonic myofibrillar extracts. The data presented on nebulin in this 
dissertation are, insofar as I know, the first study of the protein in 
myogenic cultures. 
Electron microscope examination of 72 and 96 h skeletal muscle 
cultures demonstrated the presence of N-line-like structures in early 
post-fusion muscle cultures. Indirect immunofluorescence staining with 
nebulin antiserum showed that in 48 h skeletal muscle cultures, which 
had just begun to assemble myofibrils, nebulin was Incorporated into the 
myofibril as it was assembled and not after myofibrillogenesis was 
complete. 
The percentage of nebulin accumulated in relation to total protein 
accumulation during myogenesis in vitro (8% in 48 h cultures, 6% in 72 
and 96 h cultures) Indicated it was a major cellular protein component. 
For comparison, Adamo et al. (1976) reported myosin synthesis to 
represent approximately nine percent of total protein synthesis in 
70-76 h chick skeletal muscle cultures grown under conditions similar 
to those used in this study. Nebulin seemingly follows a pattern of 
accumulation and assembly into skeletal myofibrils during differentiation 
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similar to that of myosin. The appearance of organized nebulin-containing 
structures in cultures only two hours after the removal of fusion block 
correlates well with reports of rapid myosin organization following 
release from fusion block (Molinaro et al., 1974; Adamo et al., 1976). 
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Immunoprecipitation analysis of [ Sj^methionine labeled embryonic 
skeletal muscle cultures with the IgG fraction prepared against nebulin 
demonstrated a three-fold increase in nebulin accumulation during the 
period of greatest fusion activity. Other laboratories have reported 
four- to ten-fold increases in the rate of myosin heavy chain synthesis 
during and immediately following the period of rapid cell fusion in 
culture (Stockdale and O'Neill, 1972; Paterson and Strohman, 1972; 
Morris et al., 1972; Young et al., 1975; Shani et al., 1981). Shani 
et al. (1981) also reported a ten-fold increase in the synthesis of 
skeletal muscle actin and myosin light chain 2 during this same period. 
Thus, my data suggest that the increase in the rate of nebulin synthesis 
during and following fusion in skeletal muscle cultures is coordinated 
with an increase in synthesis of other myofibrillar proteins. 
Interpretation of the immunofluorescence staining patterns with 
anti-nebulin antiserum on cardiac cells was difficult because of the 
absence of easily distinguishable stages in the differentiation sequence 
of these cells. It is possible to distinguish a differentiated skeletal 
myogenic cell from an undifferentiated skeletal myogenic cell by its 
1) withdrawal from cell cycle, 2) multinucleated state, which arises as 
a result of fusion, and 3) synthesis and assembly of myofibrillar 
proteins. But, similar easily discernible criteria for determining 
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the differentiation state of cardiac myogenic cells are not available. 
One interesting observation obtained with cardiac cultures in my studies 
was that, in cells which appeared to be in the process of assembling 
myofibrils, bright fluorescence was seen inside the cells near membrane 
junctions between adjacent cardiac cells. Several researchers have 
proposed that the initial step in cardiac myofibrillogenesis is the 
association of thin filaments with Z-substance along the cell membrane 
and that the Z-substance (primarily near membrane junctions) functions 
as organizing sites for myofibrils (Hagopian and Spiro, 1970; Legato, 
1972; Markwald, 1973). If nebulin does function in the organization 
and orientation of thin filament geometry as a N^-line component as 
suggested by Wang and Williamson (1980), one would expect it to be 
present at these membrane-associated myofibril organizing sites. 
Double fluorescence staining using nebulin antiserum and NBD-
phallacidin, which binds to filamentous actin, was done to more 
precisely determine if nebulin localized with another myofibrillar 
protein in the cardiac cultures. This was necessary because it was 
difficult to unambiguously discern myofibrils in the phase contrast 
image of cultured cardiac cells and, thus, it was difficult to demonstrate 
clearly that the nebulin localization observed by fluorescence microscopy 
was actually on myofibrillar structures. When fluorescence microscopy 
was used to determine the localization of actin and nebulin in cultured 
cardiac cells, the actin banding and nebulin banding patterns were 
observed in the same area of the cells, indicating the nebulin antiserum 
was binding to myofibrils. Nebulin banding was not seen in the absence 
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of actin banding and actin banding was not observed in the absence of 
nebulin binding. Thus, these results suggested that thin filaments 
and N-lines were organized and assembled at approximately the same time 
during differentiation of the cultured cardiac cells. 
The comparative results obtained by gel filtration chromatography 
of SDS-extracts of adult and embryonic skeletal muscle myofibrils, 
although preliminary in nature, were interesting. One speculative 
explanation for the higher ratio of titin and nebulin to remaining 
myofibrillar proteins I observed in embryonic samples is that titin and 
nebulin are components of a "scaffold" system, which functions to orient 
thick and thin filaments as they are incorporated into the myofibril. 
As more myofibrils are assembled and as the cell becomes packed with 
myofibrils, the ratio of "scaffold" proteins to other myofibrillar 
proteins decreases. The higher ratio of titin and nebulin to other 
myofibrillar proteins found in embryonic muscle myofibrils also agreed 
with the finding that newly fused myotubes contained a significant amount 
of nebulin. An artifactual possibility for the higher ratio of titin 
and nebulin I obtained in the embryonic myofibrils is that some of the 
more soluble myofibrillar proteins were "leeched out" and lost during 
the preparative process. This would be a reflection of the instability 
of newly formed, less well-organized myofibrils in embryonic muscle 
cells and the marked insolubility of titin and nebulin. 
Although the role of the Ng-line has not been established, its 
location in the I band suggests it may function in thin filament 
orientation (Franzini-Armstrong, 1970; Wang and Williamson, 1980). 
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The evidence for this, however. Is poor and Is based simply upon the 
observation that the Ng-llne is located in the area of the myofibril 
where the thin filament array in cross section changes from the square 
lattice seen at the Z-llne to the hexagonal pattern observed near the 
A-I junction. Fischman (1967, 1970) has proposed that the hexagonal 
pattern of thin filaments near the A-I junction is the result of thin 
filament Interaction with myosin crossbrldges. It Is not yet known 
what causes and maintains the square lattice arrangement of thin 
filaments entering the Z-llne. The Ng-llne may play a role here, but 
it could also be that the Z-lattice itself defines the square lattice 
of attached thin filaments (Knappels and Carlsen, 1962; Yamaguchl et 
al., 1983). 
The variation of the position of the Ng-line with change in 
sarcomere length (FranzIni-Armstrong, 1970; Wang and Williamson, 1980) 
suggests that it is not firmly attached to either thick or thin filaments. 
Locker and Leet (1976), on the basis of Ng-line displacement in highly 
stretched muscle, have proposed that the Ng-llne is attached to a set 
of fine filaments (termed gap filaments) that run longitudinally through 
part of the sarcomere. In a somewhat similar suggestion, Wang and 
Williamson (1980) have proposed that the Ng-lines are attached to 
longitudinally-running elastic-like filaments that extend from Z-llne 
to Z-llne. These filaments, possibly composed of titln, would stretch 
during lengthening of sarcomeres and provide an explanation for 
proportional movement of the Ng-lines. 
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Although the function of nebulin remains unknown, the results of 
studies in this dissertation demonstrated 1) the appearance of nebulin 
during the period immediately after fusion when other muscle-specific 
myofibrillar proteins are being synthesized, and 2) the localization 
of nebulin in those areas of the cell where myofibrils are being 
assembled. Thus, these findings suggest that nebulin may function in 
the organization of the I band. 
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
To understand muscle differentiation and growth, it is necessary 
to understand how the accumulation of muscle proteins and their 
organization into the contractile units are controlled. The two major 
studies included in this dissertation both deal with possible control 
mechanisms involved in muscle development. The skeletal muscle mass 
accrued by an animal results from the interplay of protein synthesis, 
protein degradation and the nuclei content and the number of muscle 
fibers present. It has been shown that the number of skeletal muscle 
cells are fixed during the prenatal and early postnatal period and 
that subsequent muscle growth occurs by an increase in muscle cell size. 
Thus, in general, myogenic growth is characterized by hyperplasia in 
the embryo and hypertrophy in the adult. It has been shown that the 
protein/DNA ratio for larger faster-growing animals is about the same 
as for smaller slower-growing animals. The difference in size and 
growth rate of skeletal muscle then is a result of more muscle fibers 
and more nuclei per fiber. Muscle fiber number and nuclei content are 
determined during the hyperplasia phase of development. The increased 
number of nuclei formed in the embryos of faster growing animals may 
result from the effects of extrinsic factors, such as hormones or 
growth factors, acting on myogenic precursor cells to cause more cell 
divisions before withdrawal from cell cycle and fusion. Another 
possibility is that myogenic cells derived from faster and slower 
growing animals are programmed for different differentiation sequences. 
That is, fast- and slow-growing animals differ at the cellular level. 
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Although studies have been done to determine the difference in levels 
of extrinsic factors present in animals with different growth rates 
in vivo, little information is available regarding cellular differences. 
The purpose of the studies in the first portion of my dissertation was 
to determine if intrinsic cellular differences could be detected between 
myogenic cells derived from animals with different growth rates 
(different adult muscle mass potential). A model employing broiler-
type (fast-growing) and layer-type (slow-growing) chickens was used. 
Myogenic cells were isolated from muscle of embryos of the two types 
of animals and cultured under identical conditions so that all extrinsic 
factors acting upon the cultures were the same. The three specific 
objectives of this part of my dissertation research were to determine 
if the two types of myogenic cultures differed in; 
1. Proliferation rate, fusion rate or rate of protein accumulation. 
Proliferation rate and fusion rate were determined by counting fused 
nuclei and total nuclei in Giemsa-stained cultures. Rate of protein 
accumulation was calculated as the amount of protein per nucleus. 
2. Magnitude of change in fusion rate or protein accumulation in 
response to the addition of insulin to the culture medium. 
125 3. Insulin receptors as measured by binding of [ l]-insulin. 
The results I obtained are as follows: 
1. There was no significant difference in fusion curves for fast 
and slow cultures. 
2. There was a. difference in growth rate between fast and slow 
cultures when the number of committed myogenic cells (reflected by 
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number of fused nuclei) versus time in culture was used as the criteria 
for comparison. At 48, 72 and 96 h in culture, the fast cultures 
demonstrated a significantly larger number of nuclei within myotubes. 
3. Fast cultures demonstrated a significantly higher number of 
total nuclei per plate than slow cultures after 48, 72 and 96 h in 
culture. 
4. Fast cultures accumulated significantly more protein per 
nucleus than slow cultures after 24, 48 and 72 h in culture. 
5. Both fast and slow cultures responded to addition of physiological 
levels ("J 10  ^M) of insulin to the culture medium as reflected by 
increases in fusion rate and protein accumulation after 24 h in culture. 
After 72 h in culture, no significant increase in percent fusion in fast 
or slow cultures was observed in response to addition of insulin. 
Although 72 h cultures (fast and slow) did demonstrate an increase in 
protein accumulation per nucleus with addition of insulin, this increase 
was significant only at superphysiological levels of insulin. 
6. The response to physiological levels of insulin, as reflected by 
increases in percent fusion and protein accumulation, was significantly 
higher in fast cultures than in slow cultures after 24 h in culture. 
This difference, however, was not observed in 72 h cultures. 
125 7. The amount of [ l]-insulin bound per nucleus by slow cultures 
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at 24 h in culture was significantly higher than the amount of [ ij-
insulin bound by 24 h fast, 48 h fast, 72 h fast, 48 h slow and 72 h 
slow cultures. 
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Overall, the results reported In this part of my dissertation 
revealed that under uniform culture conditions there were significant 
differences expressed by myogenic cultures derived from fast- and slow-
growing chickens. Thus, the growth potentials of fast- and slow-growing 
animals are due at least in part to intrinsic cellular differences. 
These experiments also demonstrated that models employing cultured 
muscle cells from animals genetically selected for different muscle 
mass are a useful system for the study of factors controlling muscle 
growth. Finally, this study raises concerns about making comparisons 
of data from laboratories using different lines of animals and different 
Isolation and culture techniques. It is likely that primary cultures 
provide a more suitable experimental system than do cell lines for 
conducting in vitro studies of hormone action on myogenic cells. 
The second part of my dissertation research dealt with myoflbrlllo-
genesis, a process that makes a major contribution to growth in the 
hypertrophy phase of muscle development. During hypertrophy, muscle 
cells are actively synthesizing and assembling new myofibrillar proteins. 
In addition to proteins directly Involved in contraction, myofibrillar 
proteins that function primarily in organizing myofibril structure and 
in correctly orienting the contractile elements of the myofibril are 
also being synthesized. A recently discovered protein that may function 
in this manner is nebulin. The purpose of the second portion of my 
dissertation research was to examine the appearance, localization and 
rate of accumulation of nebulin during myogenesls. The following 
specific studies were done; 
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1. The appearance and localization of nebulin during differentia­
tion in skeletal and cardiac muscle cultures derived from embryonic 
chick were observed via electron microscopy (differentiating skeletal 
muscle cultures only) and by indirect immunofluorescence staining using 
antiserum prepared against purified nebulin. 
2. The rate of accumulation of nebulin in skeletal muscle cultures 
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was quantitated by immunoprecipitation of nebulin from [ SJ-methionine 
labeled culture lysates with a nebulin IgG fraction. 
3. The ratio of titin plus nebulin to the other myofibrillar 
proteins in embryonic and adult muscle myofibrils was measured. 
The major results obtained in this part of my investigation were 
the following: 
1. N-line-like structures were identified in myofibrils of 72 and 
96 h skeletal muscle cultures by electron microscopy, 
2. Indirect immunofluorescence, using antiserum prepared against 
chicken nebulin, demonstrated that nebulin was present in an N-line-like 
arrangement (i.e., dense lines in the I band parallel to and on either 
side of the Z-line) in adult chicken, bovine and porcine myofibrils 
and in a cryostat section of bovine skeletal muscle tissue. 
3. Indirect immunofluorescence localization using nebulin anti­
serum on differentiating skeletal muscle cultures revealed several 
different staining patterns. A light diffuse pattern was observed in 
mononucleated muscle culture cells after 24 h in culture. After 48 h 
in culture, a filamentous fluorescence staining pattern, which ran 
parallel to the long axis of the cell, was observed near the cell membrane 
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of multinucleated myotubes. The pattern appeared to be periodic in 
nature. Staining patterns in myofibrils in 72 and 96 h cultures were 
similar to the pattern observed in adult skeletal muscle myofibrils. 
4. Indirect immunofluorescence localization using nebulin anti­
serum revealed that organized nebulin-containing structures appeared in 
skeletal muscle cell cultures two h after removal of EGTA-fusion block. 
5. Indirect immunofluorescence localization using nebulin anti­
serum on 96 h cardiac cell cultures revealed several staining patterns 
due to the non-synchronous differentiation of myogenic cells in these 
cultures. In myogenic cells that seemingly were in early stages of 
differentiation, a rather diffuse staining pattern was seen. In other 
cells that seemingly were in a more advanced stage of differentiation, 
the staining pattern observed suggested that the cells were packed with 
myofibrils that had not yet aligned. In the most advanced appearing 
cells observed, myofibrils were organized and aligned. These cells 
displayed a myofibrillar staining pattern similar to that observed in 
72 and 96 h skeletal muscle cultures. 
6. Indirect immunofluorescence localization using nebulin anti­
serum failed to demonstrate any nebulin-containing structures in 
fibroblasts. 
35 7. Immunoprecipitation analysis of [ Sj-methionine labeled 
embryonic skeletal muscle cultures with an IgG fraction prepared against 
nebulin demonstrated a three-fold increase in nebulin accumulation 
during the period of greatest fusion activity. 
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8. The ratio of titin plus nebulin to the other myofibrillar 
\ 
proteins was higher in SDS-extracts of embryonic skeletal muscle 
myofibrils than in SDS-extracts of adult skeletal muscle myofibrils. 
Overall, the results of this part of my studies indicated that 
the pattern of accumulation of nebulin is similar to the patterns 
observed for other myofibrillar proteins and that nebulin is incorporated 
into myofibrils during their assembly and not later. The early 
appearance and incorporation of nebulin and its identification as an 
N-line component of the myofibril are supportive of the suggestion 
that nebulin may function in the organization and maintenance of thin 
filament geometry. 
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